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INTRODUC'riON
The purpose of this senior project is to give the
present student an opportunity to synthesize three years
of seminary-level training in the area of hermeneutics,
with an eye to tts operation in the pastoral setting.
The project therefore seeks to present a model, directed
to the local pastor, of how a biblical book can be prepared
for an expositional preaching series.

The model endorses

three stages of preparation study thought by the student
to be essential to a quality pulpit ministry.
are history, exegesis and theology.

The stages

Estch stage is contained

within a major chapter which endeavors to introduce the
topic, present the study data itself and relate it to the
modern pastoral setting by means of a surrunary and/or an
evaluation of the tools and methods used.

In this way it is

hoped that, on the one hand, the student will crystallize
for himself the traini!'lg in hermeneutics he has sau.c.::ht to
acquire, while on the other hand, present to the reader a
stimulus toward furthering

t~e

quality of his own sermonic

preparations.
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Chapter 1
HISTORICAL CONSIDERATIONS
If the exposition of a book such as the First
Epistle of John is to be sound, tt must be founded upon a
thorough understanding of hlstorical backgrounds,

Chapter

One presents such an understanding in a threefold manner.
The study itself is first presented,

foll~wed

by a dis-

cussion of the relevance to the pulpit, and finally, a brief
evaluation of the tools used for the study.

In this way it

is hoped that this phase of the model will be most meaningful for the busy pastor engaged in the pursuit of quality
expositional preaching.

Authorship
In writing about the First Epistle of John, Donald
Guthrie states, "In one sense the authorship is not the
most important issue, for the exegesis of the letter is not
grea.tly affected by our conclusions reg,SJ~rding authorship. e~l
Guthrie's statement points to the fact that wtether or not
one can ever come to a satisfactory opinion regarding the
authorship of I John, nevertheless, one can still be confronted by its authoritative witness to Christian truth.

1

2
While apostolic authorship would natur>.'llly buttress the
contents of the Epistle, here is a case where Scriptural
truth can be heard for its own sake, transcending time and
culture, making real the will of God for

s Church.

'I'he

value of fixing the authorship, says Guthrie, is that the
Epistle "· • • becomes more personal if an

i~dividual

can with any confidence be attached to it."2

name

Thus, with

authorship servtng only a secondarv role in terrr..s of importance, the evidence in favor and against the trB.di tional
Johannine authorship may be examined.
•rradi t1.onal evlctence.
refer to the

istle of Polycarn as possibly the earliest

extant vii tnes s to I John.

. . . whoever

Both Guthrie and A. E. Brooke

Brooke notes that Polycarp says,

does not confess Jesus Christ as havtng come

in the flesh is antichrist.•3
is unmistakeable.

The parallel to I John 4:2

Brooke says,

one who has read the

Johannine Epistles and the Epistle of Polycarp can doubt
on which side lies the probability of originality." 4
Based upon further parallels betv-Jeen the Epistle of Polycarp
and I and II John, Brooke concludes that Polycarp must have
been acquainted

1tJ1 th

that in view of this,

the Johannine Epistles.
n.

there would have to be very

strong reasons to justify us in plac
Epistles later than the

Brooke states

the Johannine

istle of Polycarp.

~~5

If Brooke

is correct, this could date a vri tness to I John as early as

120~5 A. D.6
The ftrst Church Father to quote extensively from

3
I John and to attribute it to the anostle John (along with
the Second and Third Epistles of John and the Fourth Gospel),
is Irenaeus, Bishop of

~yons,

whom C. H. Dodd dates at the

beginning of the first century.7
Traditional Johannine authorsb.ip is assumed in the
writings of Clement of Alexandria, Tertullian, Origen, and
his pupil Dionysius. 8

In reference to these Guthrie says,

This evidence is sufficient to show that from very
early times the Epistle was not only treated as Scripture but v1as assumed to be Johann ine, in spite of the
fact that no specific claim to this effect is made by
the writer himself.9
Thus, from its earliest days, the Church seems to
hqve assumed Johannine authorship for the Enistle.

Since

the indtviduals previously clted form tlte ,,rlt:r1ess of the
late ayJostolic and post-apostolic eras, their assumptions
in favor of Johannine authorship cannot, by reason of the
nearness to the actual writing of the Epistle itself, be
lightly written off in favor of other theories of authorship.,

Hovlever, traditional evidence finds itself Dlaying

a secondary role of imoortance to that evidence provided
by the internal characteristics of the Epistle itself.

Epistle itself places before us the

lar~est

e

amount of

authentic data from whj_ch to draw our conclustons concerning
autb.orship.
Eoistolarv evidence.

In treating the internal

eiTidences for authorship to be found in I John, Guthrie
considers three factors as key: (1) the wrtter's personal
claims, (2) the general impression of I John, and (J) tts

4
relationship to the entire body of Johannine thcught. 10
These factors are indeed important, and a careful study of
each will shed more light on the authorship question.
The descriution given in I John 1:1-3 about the
writer's encounter with the \•ford of Life certainly pictures
the kind of relationship a disciple would experience with
his master.

The stress in verses 1-3 is upon having heard,

seen, and touched the life which was revealed by God to man.
It speaks of personal fello1'JS hip.

Of this Guthrie says,

"In no more vivid way could the writer indicate that he
was an eyewitness.•ll
·rhe Epistle 8.lso carries a m:tmber of references
to the first :perso!1 plural ''we't,

As Guthrie points out,

many of these references such as in 1:8 which reads, "If
V~re

say we have no sin • . • '' (l\TASV), are references which

encompass common Christian experience.
ther1s el Yes point to an apostolic author.

rhese do not of
r:o~;ever,

when

these references are seen in the context of 1:1-5, a new
personal dynamic prevades them.

Guthrie states,

What the writer is concerned to claim at the outset
is that his proclamation is based on his own personal
experience and the ex~erience of those closely
associated with him.l
·rhus the Epistle bears the unmistakeable stamp of personal
experience, an encounter with the Word of Life which giYes
authority to its contents.

To this Guthrie says,

If thi.s indication is ta'iien at its face Yalue and
is not regarded as a literary device to create the impression of authenticity, it narrows the field of possible authors.
It is clearly in complete harmony with
the traditional ascription to John, ihe apostle.lJ

5
In addition to the numerous references to the first
person plural pronoun, the Epistle is also characterized by
the writer's use of the endearments "little children" (2:1,
18, 28;
11).

3:9,

18; 5:21) and "beloved" (2:7; J:2, 21; 4:1, 7,

"Beloved,~

of course, is an expression which any

Christtan might use tov.rard another.
children,• Guthrie states,
only by someone of

I%

consi~erable

Hov:rever,

~~little

. could have been written
authority to those who

would at once acknowledge his right to address them in
this manner."14
If a study is made of each of the occurrences of
these terms of endearment, Guthrie's assertion finds ample
support.

The writer of the Epistle uses the term in ref-

erence to conveying his purpose for writing (2:1, 7),
calling his readers to recognition of a truth (2:12, 18),
and givi:::!g them a strict corr:nand (2:28) • .As Guthrie says,
"The author, in short, stands out as a man of considerable
spiritual stature."15
Thus, the Epistle can be said to claim for itself
an author who was personally involved in the events surrounding the redemptive revelation of God to man in the
person of the Word of Life, and it certainlv gives the
overall imoression of a letter written by such an authoritative eyewitness.

rhe fact that the endearment "little

children" is used also points to the possibility of an older,
perhaps elderly author.

Such is an apt description of the

apostle John, whom tradition holds was in his nineties and

6
still active by the beginning of the cost-apostolic era at
the time the

istle was written.

The relationship of the Epistle to the entire body
of Joharmine thought forms a third arena in wh:tch uroper
investigations pertaining to authorship can be carried out.
Such studies again seem to indicate the vTork of an apostolic
writer such as the aoostle John.

The relationship between

the Epistle and the Gospel of John is understood by scholars
such as Robert LavJ as compl i!nentary in nature.
that the Gospel is

n

•

Law says

a narrative of the redemptive

ministry of Christ, and the Epistle an analytical study of
the Divine Life as it exists in God and in the children
of God.t~16

If Iaw's understanding of the relatio:n..ship be-

tween the Epistle

an~

the Gosple is corrAct, then a harmony

both in terminology and ln theologic8.l concepts should be
apparent in these writings.

This is exactly what comes to

light when careful inquiry is made.
Brooke, in his commentqry, devotes several pages
in his introductory material to a most detailed presentation
of the Greek grammatical similarities between the Epistle
and the Gospel.

17

Among those 1 terns 1"1hicr. Brool<e mentions

are such similarities as common phraseology, infrequent use
of the relative, use of the demonstrative to introduce
thoughts, and limited use of vocatulary. 18
rheologice.l concepts common to both Epistle and
Gospel are listed by 3rooke as1
1.

The incarnation (I Jn. 4:2~ Jn. 1:14).

7
2.

Life as having its source in Christ (I Jn. 5:11,

Jn. 1:4).

3·

Life as identified with Christ (I Jn. 1:1-2,

Jn. 5:26).
4.

Abiding in Christ as means to fellowship with

God (I Jn. 2 :24, Jn. 6: 56).
5.

God's Word abiding in the believer (I Jn. 2:14,

,Jn. 5: 38).

6.
(I

God's love affirmed in the sending of Christ

Jn. 4 : 9 , Jn. 3 : 16 ) .

7.

:rhe command to love Christiar: brethren (I Jn.

3 : 2 3 ; Jn. 1 3 : 34 ) •

8.

Christians as children of God (I Jn. 5:1,

Jn. 1:12-lJ),

9.

Emphasis uoon !twttness 1• (I Jn. 5:6, Jn.

5:36-37).19
I'he Eptstle and the Gospel also reveal many contrast:ing pairs Nhich are common to bott:,

3rooke notes,

Light and Darkness, Life and Deatl1, Love and Z.Iate,
'I'ruth ancl Falsehood, The Father a"''d the \.Jorld, I'o be
of the World, to be not of the World, God and the Devil,
The children of God and the children of the Devil, To
know and not to know Gnd, To have seen and not to have
seen 31m, To have life and not to have ltfe.20
Brooke concludes by sayi_ng,, uTo quote all t•-,at: exist would
involved printing practically the whole of the Epistle and
a large part of the Gospel.n 21

A parallel study of the prologues to both the
Gospel and the Epistle also is

reve~ling

similarities of the two writings.

r

d

the

8
I John 1 :1-J.

John 1:1-1,5
In the beginning (v. 1)

What was from the beginning
( v. 1)

The Word (vv. 1ff)

':rhe i!Jord of Life ( v. 1)

In Him ilms life (v. 4)
·vle

beheld

s glory (v. 14)

Was manifested to us (v. 2)

The Baptist, a witness
( vv. 6-8' 15)

We bear witness (v. 2)

He gave the right to become
children (v. 12}

That you might have
f e ll.Qyr shiP.. ( v • J )

The study thus depicts the agreement by both Gospel and
Epistle as to:
1.

'rhe eternal, pre-existence of the 1-ford.

2.

I' he \!lord as t!.1e source of life.

).

':rhe

4.

':rhe i.ford as v·Ji tnessed to by man.

5.

The possibility of a cor'!muni ty or fellowship

~~ord

as maY"ifested to man.

relationship with God through the Word.
Clearly then, a unity does exist between the Epistle
and the Gospel.

However, before one can affirm a conmon

authorship, considerstion must first be made of the differences scholars have noted betvJeen the
and weigh their importance in 11

istle and the Gospel

t of the authorship

question.

c.

H. Dodd in hj_s commentary on the Johannine

Epistles lists three specific differences between the
Enistle and the Gospel.
in style.

exa~ple,

First, Dodd discusses differences
Dodd says, "There is surely to be

felt in the Fourth Gosnel a ricbness, a subtlety, a

9
penetrating quality of style to
pretend. " 22
Epistle's

w~ich

the Epistle cannot

Dodd pictures the Gospel as rhythmic V<Jhile the

re~ularity

tends toward rnonotony.

The Gospel

is intense, glowing, and exciting, whereas the Epistle
lacks all of these.
llwid and

Greek of the Epistle 1.s less

. does not

It

writer."23

Tbe

sug~est

the pen of a ready

Considerqtion is also given by Dodd to the

absence of Semitic idioms in the Epistle which appeqr
in the Gospel.

Pence,

t~e

E0istle is more Hellenistic

in !!ature than the Gospel.

F'inally, Dodd notes vocabulary

differences between the two writinss.

He says,

\>J'e observe that out of the nu.'T1erous \!fords present
in the GosrJel but abseY1t from the l=i.:pistle, a 1 ist of
over thirty can be compiled which are either so frequent in the Gosoel, or so closely related to its
central 1deas, that their absence from a writ~[fs
claiming Johannine authorship is significant.··
Dodd himself

-S~.dmits

are apt to be subjecttv-e. 1 ~25

that wtsuch impressions of style
\-lith this Guthrie agrees,

citing the work of W. G. Wilson as renresentative of a good
scholarly attemot to deal with stylistic differences between
the Epistle and the Gospel whi..ch is based upon a more objective vie•ti.26

In response to Dodd and in lig!1t of

\H1son's investi,;-:ation Guthrie concludes that it is not
possible to • • • • pronounce with any

co~ficlence

two works could not nroceed from one

author, particularly

t~at

the

in -view of the disp9.ri ty tn length and variation in
purpose. n 2 7
Second, Dodd understands the religious backgrounds
for the Enistle and the Gospel to be cltfferent. 28

Dodd

10
notes that the Epistle has no quotations from the Old Testament, few echoes of its language and only one specific
reference to it (I Jn. 3:12).

The Gospel, however, like

its companions, a bounds I·Ji th Old 'T'es tam en t useag:e.

F'rom

this difference Dodd asserts that while the Gospel seems
to be a fusion of

B~llenism

and Hehrewism, the Epistle

is much more freely Hellenistic.

Dodd understands such

things as the "God is light" and •love• maxims, divine
•seed" and the "unction" which gives spiritual knowledge
all as finding their origins in Hellenism.
that,

8

Dodd asserts

The author of the Epistle has followed a mode of

thought and expression avoided in all other New Testament
20
writings, including the Fourth Gospel."·/
Guthrie's reply to Dodd's conclusions places the
source of the differences Dodd claims not in the religious
background of the author, but in the purpose for which he
wrote,

Gu t 1r,ri e says,

rhe Epistle has always in mind the back~round of
Gnostic ideas and it is to be exoected that the i>Jri ting
would be more flavoured by Hellenism than by Eebraic
modes of expression.30
Guthrie assumes that a writer will ads.pt, to some degree,
his language to fit the needs of the particular audience to
which he writes.

In this way the lack of Old Testament

useage is not such a dynamic difference, for different
writing motives will oroduce different styles and. resulting
contents.31
Third, Dodd argues that at certain

poi~ts

important

theological differences appear between the Enistle and the

11

Gospel.J2

To Dodd, the Epistle holds a much more primitive

theological outlook than that of the Gospel.

rhree examnles

are given in sunnort:
1.

rrhe Epistle exhibits a more primitiire escha-

tology than the Gospel.

What is lacking in the Epistle is

the profound reinterpretation of primitive Christian eschatology present in the Fourth Gospel.

Dodd asserts that it

is the Gospel's r~interpretaion which does "· • • fuller
justice to the teaching of Jesus Christ than the naive
thinking of the primitive church.•JJ
2.

rhe Entstle displays a more -orimj_tive uncierstand-

ing of the redemntive efficacy of Christ's death.
says of it that it scarcely goes

~".

Dodd

• • beyond the terms

of the primitive apostolic Preaching.•34

In short, the

Epistle is said to focus on expiation (I Jn. 2:2), while
the Gospel defines Christ's work in wider, more cosmic
terms.
J,

fhe Epistle depicts the Spirit, Dodd says,

. . . within
. . . 35

the limits of primitive or pooular belief

Absent from the Epistle is the high Johannine

tt

understanding of the Soirit as operative in the regenBrated
believer.
The conclusions arrived at by Dodd regarding the
aforementioned major differences force Dodd to conclude that
the Gospel and the Epistle have different authors.J 6
Sj_nce Dodd is faced with not onlv the differences, but the
strong sense of unity apparent between the Epistle and the

12
Gospel, he must out for a disci Dle of the EvanFtel ist as the
author for the Epistle.

In this way the author of the

Epistle is one who is
••.
possessed
not going
something

not a mere imitator, but he has become
by certain of his master•s irleas, though
the whole way with him; • . • he has caught
of his style and DJ1nner, thon9;h 1·'11 th a

differ~?nce.J?

Dodd therefore asserts that
• • • the First Epistle of John best reveals its
character and significance when it is not treated
as a great aut~or's second thou ts, but allowed
to speak for itself.J8
Guthrie, in response to Dodd's argumen.ts for the
theological differences between the Epistle and the Gospel,
first attributes

Do~d's

understanding of the Enistle's

eschatology to his "· . . own interpretation of the eschatology of the Fourth Gospel. rtJ9

;rhou;;::h a term such as

"antichrtstn does not appear in the Gospel, Guthrie places
such an occurance in the area of differences of exnression,
not theology.40

Secondly, Gut~rte does not see any real

difference in the interpretation of the death of Christ
fo1.1.nd in both wrt t i.n,rr,s.

Guthrie states,

Dodd gives far too little attention to the sacrificial langua~e of the Gospel, and therefore, gives
a one-sided picture of the work of Christ in terms
of exaltation and triumph. 4 1
Hegard lnp; the differences Dodd reports in the doctraine of the

lrit, Gut:·lrie has

n:_~tl"in,g

to say.

Hm'lever,

one need only read I John J:24 and 5:7-10 to realize that
Dodd's assertion that the Epistle does not display the
Spirit in oneration with the regenerated believer's life

13
is totally unfounded.
I John 3:24- reads,

And the one wl1o keeps
s comr,andmsnts abides in
Him, and He in him. And we know
this that
abides in us, b~ the
irit which He has
ven us. (NASV)
Here the Spirit is seen perforr'lJ.ng the operation of conn.rm

in the believer the abiding oresence of God.

is an active t'TOrk which ls performed by the

ve~ses

iri.t for

of the false spirits spoken of in

it need be so in li
the very next

It

(4:1-2) who have gone out to deceive.

The same emohasis is also displayed in I John 5:7-10
where again, the Spirit serves to confirm the 1'ii tness of
Christ in the believer's life (v. 10).

Thus, no difference

can be seen between the operations of the Spirit in I John
and that of His role as "Helper" in John 14:16-17.
Granted, the

irit is not discussed in large degree in

the Epistle, but

w~ere

it is, it is trua to the Gospel•s

understanding of a1s person and work.

Dodd's argument

appears i nval icL

In conclusion, the issue of authorship for the
must

a~ain

be affirmed as

o~

sec~n~qry

istle

imnortance.

The

Epistle can stand authoritatively unon its own merit.
has been sho\'-1:1, ho,,.:eve:r, that from the e9rltest

c~s.ys

It
of

church !1istory, t:rs.d.ition 1:9.s assur"ed Joha::"nine authorship
for both the Epistle and the fourth Gospel.

~Che

testimony

of early witnesses is not to be taken li htlv.
however, is the witness of the Epistle itself.

eater,
t

only

does it create a picture in which someone the stature of

14
the apostle John can be seen, but it clearly evidences
a dynamj_c unity with the Gospel in te:rms of
and theolo
and

th~

cal conception.

Differences

~rammar,

style,

tween the Epistle

Gospel seem best attributed to differences in the

audiences and purposes for writing.

As B. F.

~estcott

sayS, •The Gospel gives the historic revelation; the
Epistle shews the revelation as it has been apprehenried in
the life of the Society and of the believer.n42
it is not difficult to adopt

~estcott's

Thus,

view and see both

the similarities and the differences between the Epistle
and the Gospel as evidences for a common authorship.
Westcott states,
No isi tater of the Gospel could h:lve combined
elements of likeness and unlikeness in such a manner;
. the substaY'lce of the Gospel c:uiequately exolatns
the more defined teachin? of the first Epistle.
The
one writin~ stands to the other in an intelli ible
connexion ~f life.4J
One can conclude, then, that common authorship for
both the

istle and the Gospel is a far more likelv

possibility than not.

It best accounts for the phenomenon

of the two writings and grants to them a deepened authority,
\<lhet:"er or not the g_uthor is the apostle .John seems a
matter of personal decision.

Certainly the Epistle does

not negate the possibility of John's authorship and. tradition supports it.

For the purpose of the rest of this

project the decision made will reflect belief in the
Johannine authorship of t,oth the Koistle anc'l t!-,e Gospel.

15
Date
In seeking to establish a date for the writing of
the Epistle, an area which must first be dealt with is
that of priority.
Gospel'?

Which came first, the Epistle or the

Brooke gives a careful treatment of this topic

in his commentary on the Johannine Epistles.44

In Brooke's

study, seven arguments in favor of the Epistle's priority
over that of the Gospel are presented and then dismissed
on grounds such as misunderstanding the Epistle, its
grammar, or its later use.45

On the side of favoring the

Gospel over the Epistle, Brooke notes that,

ui~'lany

passages

in the Epistle seem to need the help of the Gospel in
order to become intelligible.~•46

Brooke's point is that

the Gospel and the Epistle are characterized by the fact
that originality and power come from the Gospel while in
the Epistle, thoughts seem • • •

• derived and generalized.•47

In conch1sion, Brooke asserts that the longer one studies
the Epistle, the more evident it becomes that the Epistle
is dravJing upon a large body of rna terial to further admonish
the readers.

This body of preceeding material could

easily be the Gospel which the readers had heard from the
beginning, their source of knowl

e which should have

been all that was necessary for them to press on in the
faith.

Brooke says,

The whole aim of the Epistle is to recall to mind
and to supplement what has long ago been fully given,
but not adequately grasped • • . It is the aftermath,
not the first-fruits, of the writer's message to the
church.48
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If Brooke is correct in placing the Gospel first,
followed by the Epistle, and scholars such as Guthrie seem
to agree, 4 9 then the date for the Eoistle 0 s oublication
'

should next be sought.

c

For accomplishing this task scholars

look to such thin.c;rs g,s the vrri tings • religious developments,
and cultural characteristics of the seneral period thought
to correspond with the writing in question, and then try
to fix a date based uoon the internal evidences of the
epistle.

E. F. Scott dates the Epistle close to the be-

ginning of the second century based upon the following
data:50
1.

The Epistle of Polycarp, which points toward

a knowledge of I John, was written about 117 A. D.

Thus

I John likely appeared prior to that d8.te.
2.

The Epistle by John seems to fall late in the

history of the young Christian church,

~or

distinctions

between Jews and Gentiles, which concerned the early

Church~

are not mentioned; presumably, they are no longer important.
Also, early cl:urch precepts seem to have extsted long
enough to become considered 1'0ld

J.

Commandments.~~

Gnosticism appears in a more or less primitive

stage of development.

Scott concludes by saying that the

Epistle is • • • • tinged with the philosophic ideas which
had come in after the apostolic age, but still retains the
freshness of outlook and the religious glow which marked the
earler days.·~ 51
Guthrle agrees with Scott's analysis, but prefers
an earlier date of 90-95 A. D.52

It is worth noting here
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that both Guthrie and Scott af)ree that both the Epistle
and the Gospel come out of approximately the same time
period, thus making their association even more dynamic
in terms of time relationship.
Taking the work of men such as Scott and Guthrie
into consideration, plus other notables such as B. F.
l·lestcott53 and F. F. Bruce,54 it is probably safe to adopt
a late first century/very early second century da.te for
the appearance of the First Epistle of John.
Background and Occasion
P..aving fixed an approximate elate of publication for
the Epistle, consideration should be made of the immediate
circumstances 1AThich fostered it.
discussion of the

back~round

Guthrie presents a succinc:t

and occasion for the Epistle

in his Ne1'\r Testament Introduction. 55

He identifies early

Gnosticism as the false teaching v-ri th ·which the Epistle
deals.56

Gnosticism would pose a real threat to the

Christian community, for by nature, it was a system which,
as Justo Gonzalez says,

6

•••

would take any doctrine •

.

found valuable, without any regard for its origin or for
the context from which it was taken. 6 57

'rhus, Gnosticism

threatened the uniqueness of the Christian revelation by
making it just another plank in a large and unsteady structure of

thow~:ht.

Gnostics believed that the spirit of man vras
destined for total libersttion, but was at present captured
within a wicked scheme of material things, chief of which

.
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was the human body.

Deliverance of the spirit could

only be realized by the comprehension of knowledge or
•gnosis~•

Of this Gonzalez says,

Knovrledge is, then, an understanding of the human
situation, of •·Jhat we once were and what v-re should
become; and through it we can be freed of the bonds
that tie us to the material world.58
The chief end for the Gnostic, therefore, was to partake
of the gnosis through sniri tual illumination which wol.tld
free his spirit from its material bonds though he continue
on in the body until physical death.
Gnosticism C8.I'1.e into the Christian comrnun"i.ty by
incorporating into itself the doctrine of salvation
through Christ,

Gnostics saw in Christ the messenger sent

from the world of the spirit to impart to the chosen among
men the gnosis which would make them free.

I'he dangerous

effect of Gnosticism for Chrtstianity can best be understood at this point.

If, as Gnostics held, all matter was

evil and all spirit good, how then could Christ the messenger from the spiritual realm come and dwell among men in
t.he form of the man, Jesus?

'l'he answer was simple:

deny

the incarnation of Christ,.make a distinction between
Jesus the man a.nd Christ the divine messenger; the incarnation thus did not take place, the human Jesus bei..ng
only an illusion.

Guthrie states,

The dangerous character of this heresy is at once
apparent, for it was an attempt to nreserve Christ's
divinity at the expense of
s ~lmanity, and all in
the interests of the higher intellectualism.59
F·. F. Bruce gives a vivid ins i.ght into tl!.e kinds of
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damage Gnostic teachings could do within the Christian
community when he says of the teaching that,
• • • it was specially attractive to peonle of some
intellectual attainment.
For the ordinary rank ar1d file
of Christians it had less appeal; indeed, it was not
intended for them, but ra.ther for an elite of spiritual
initiates.60
Here,

t~en,

was a system which appealed to those who some-

how were not satisfied with the simple faith passed on to
them by the apostles.

These individuals soon separated

themselves from the Christian community and

b~gan

expounding

their teachings to all who felt their intellectual attraction (I Jn. 2:19).

From this elite ':<roup not only wrong

doctrine, but wrong modes of conduct such as libertinism
were preached, creating conflict within the established
Chrtstian community.

itlestcott sums it up well when he says,

rhe world was indeed perilous; but 1 t i<Ias rather
by its seductions than by its hostility.
There is no
trace of any recent or impending persecution. Now
the main temptations are from within.61
Such a state of affairs seemed intolerable to the apostle
John, and thus form the occ9.s ion for his Epistle.
Regarding the speciflc Christian community to
~vhich

this Epistle was sent, no particular church C9.n be

singled out due to the fact that the normal salutation and
introduction which accompanied such letters are absent from
the Epistle.

Guthrie notes that because of this many

scholars have • • • • classed this Epistle as a general

./:'
.62
tractate or diatribe ln letter 1.0rm.
argues that the phrase

t~li ttle

throughout the Epistle •.

,

children'~

H
LOvJever,
Guthrie
used so often

• indicates a nersonal
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relationship between readers and writer which would be
lacking in a general tractate.•63
Since most scholars locate the author of the
Johannine literature in Ephesus, "I'Jhich Scott affirms as
the • • • . chief city of the province of Asia and the seat
of the premier c!lurch, tt64 it is commonly held that I John
was written to a circle of Christian communities around the
Asiatic area.

Guthrie says of these comrJ.untties that they

were people with whom • • • • the author was personally
acquainted and who were threatened with the same infiltration of false teaching.•65
John's own personal acquaintance while in Ephesus
with the kind of primitive Gnostic teachings which were
harassing the churcbes in .Ll..sia may be exposed if Eusebeius •
story concerning John's run-in with Cerinthus is true.
Eusebeius, in his Ecclesiastical History,66 tells of a
day when John came to a local public bath only to flee for
fear God would destroy it once he learned that Cerinthus
1tJas also ins ide.

Cerinthus was an early Gnostic teacher

who lived and taught in Ephesus.

Brooke asserts that either

he or someone holding similar views represents the false
teaching with which the Epistle deals.67

Thus tradition

attributes to Ephesus both the apostle who could have
written the Epistle and the personal knowledge of the
heresy which he would haYe needed to produce such a work.
Purnose
Having identified primitive Gnosticism as the
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immediate occasion for the 1-J"riting of the Epistle, the·
next step, that of ascertaining the purpose or aim of the
Epistle, should be an easy one.

Seemingly, all schol9.rs

agree that the Epistle is directed toward combatting some
form of Gnostic ism.

Hoi>Jever, before the Epistle is under-

stood as a

polemic against Gnosticism, attention

\-~Tholesale

should be given to the scholarly opinion regarding the
manner in which the Epistle achieves its aim.
B. F. Westcott states that "rhe object of the
Enistle corresponds with its character.a68

The object is

not strictly polemic, says Westcott, because the character
of the Epistle is more in line with that of the Fourth
Gospel, which, in chapter 20:31 says, •

• • but these

things have been written that you may believe that Jesus
is the Christ, the Son of God; and that believing you
might have life in Eis name• (NASV).
Westcott relates I John

To this verse

1:3 and 5:13, which express the

writer's hone that the readers may have fellowship with
him in Christ (1:3), and that through their belief in
Christ,

reco~nize

that they have eternal life

(5:13).

Westcott thus stresses the positive side of the content of
th.e letter, playing down somewhat its polemic nature.

Of

this Westcott says,
His object is polemical only so far as the clear
unfolding of the essence of ri~ht teaching necessarily
shows all error in its real character.
In other words,
St. John writes to call out a welcome for what he
knows to be the Gospel and not to overthrow this or that
false opinion,69
A. E. Brooke agrees with v·iestcott, stressing that
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the Epistle is not even primarily a polemical 'livork.
says,

0

Brool{e

The edification of his 'children' in the true faith

and life of Christians is the writer's chief purpose.•7°
In Brooke's study, the weight of the responsibility for the
need of the Epistle's writing is not put upon the false
teachers primarily, but laid squarely on the shoulders of
"'children 1~

whom

Broo~e

understands as second generation

Christians who had lost the glow of early Christianity and
were beginning to find the world more and more attractive.
Brooke says,
They were only too ready to welcome elements of
religious and philosophical speculation foreign to the
Faith and really destructive to it.
They could not
tolerate a sharp distinction between Christian and
unchristian in belief and pre.ctice.
And therefore they
were easily deceived by spacious novelties.71
Therefore, scholars understand the Epistle as
aiming itself at a positive reaffirmation of Christian
truth.

By such an apnroach the believing CODL11Unity is

both edified and strengthened against attacks from within
and vv-i thout.

As C. H. Dodd s10tys of the writer of the

Epistle,
He might have spent his time in discussing and
refuting the errors of the heretical propagande..
If
he had done so, the epistle would now have had little
more than antiquari8.n interest.
But the •\vord of 1 ife e,
that is the Gospel and the Commandment of Christ as
delivered by the apostles, commands the orime interest
of Christians ev-erY\'There and at a.ll times. 72
The Epistle sought to cause Christians to truly
recognize the benefits and blessi!lgs that if.rere theirs in
fellowship with God

throug~

Jesus Christ.

Its message was

needed then and it is still relevant for today.
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IT
After having endee.vored to gain an adequg_te understanding of those issues and data involved in the over-all
historical

back~round

to the First Epistle of John, the

pastor must next seek to relate that which he has learned
to the sermon series he intends to present to his congregation.

In regard to this step, some observations are

here made.
Indepth historical study forms the solid foundation
upon which serious exegetical work may be done.

It simply

is not possible to arrive at a correct interpretation of
any text apart from the light of its own historical contextual situatton.

Obviously, an adequate hermeneutic

demands that the exegesis done be relevant to the modern
congregation and its needs, but such relevance cannot be
found unless it rests upon the original historic relevance
·of the

te~t.

The expositional preacher must be careful

that his preaching of timeless truths iS rooted in historic
reality.

Exegesis devoid of historical consciousness

produces only shallow devotional dribble.

egesis

practiced in the light of contextual background insures
the conveyance of Biblical truth which cannot become detached from its God-intended meaning for
stage throughout its history.

t~e

Church at any

A uastor owes it to his

people to do all he can to adequately l.l..nderstand the contextual situation of the text to be preached, for God's
truth and its application is the grand issue at stake.
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Regarding the actual move from study to pulpit,
the pastor can best relate to his people the dynamic
influence of his work if he will understand it to be beneficial to them in two specific ways.

First, the fruits

of the historical study can serve as introductory material
to a carefully planned expositional series.

Here the

pastor relates to l::is people those items \N'hich best set
the context for the series to follow.

Second, the intra-

duction helps the person in the pew

ma~e

the text to the realities of life.

I'o know that the book

or passage was written to meet a

~enuine

apulication of

historic need

experienced by believers will provide the layperson with
a

sis for incorporating the message and its application

into his own life situation.
Essential to a meaningful introduction is the
pastor's ability to select and condense the data from his
study into a brief, relevant presentation.

In light of the

preceeding study presented on I John, the following will
serve to illustrate this process of selection and condensation of data for introductory use by the pastor.
A Sugrziested Historical
Introduction for I John
The study revealed that the d8.ta concerning
authorship is of a secondary nature to the impact of the
Epistle's message.73

The pastor would do well to capi-

talize on this asnect of the study.

Tod9.y when the battle

for the Bible continues to rage, the

con~regation

needs
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to hear a positive presentation from the pulpit:

one which

does not seel-r to l8,y bare all the lower and higher critical
problems of the Euistle, but instead, endeavors to set the
vital importance of listening to the Euistle's message
before the people.

Soren

Kierke~aard

gives a beautiful

illustration of this point in his book, Purity of Heart
is to Will One Ihing.

Kierkegaard, in discussing the

listener's role in receivin~ a devotional address74 makes
the point that when people go to a theatre to see a play,
they, the audience, evaluate the actors as to how well
they portray their characters and act their parts.

However,

in a devotional presentation, it is not the speaker, but
the listener 1ATho is in view.

Kierkegaard says,

If the sneaker has the responsibility for what
he whispers, then the listener has an equally great
responsibility not to fall short in his task • • •
the listener stands openly before God.
The listener
• . • is the actor, who in all truth act~ before God.75
Thus, the pastor as God's spokesman is responsible
for setting out before the people those things which will
enhance the clarity and power of the message of truth to
be conveyed.

As with authorship, so with all other details

of the historical study:

the emphasis should be on the

message of the Epistle, first and foremost.
be the pas tor's guide.

fhis should

?or as Ki er1regaard says, "'God's

presence is the decisive thing that changes all.

As soon as

God is present, each man in the presence of God has the task
of paying attention to himself."76
In actually dealing with the matter of authorship
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in the introduction, the pastor

mi~ht

first refer to the

historic tradition of the church regarding Johannine authorship, citing evidence such as the Epistle of Polycarp and
such supporters as Irenaeus and Origen.

Some1vha t greater

attention might be given to epistolary evidence, making
note of such

thin~s

as the claims for the author as an eye-

witness and the phrases of personal endearment.

Special

attention ought to be given to the theological unity of the
Epistle with the Gospel.

Here, perhaps the use of an

overhead projector would best meet the need.

rransparen-

ctes could be made for a list of common theological concepts
between the two writings, as well as a look at all the
parallels to be found in the prologues for each.

The

authorshiP portion of the introd.uction mLrht conclude by
stating that Johannine authorship best accounts for the
phenomena of both the Gospel and the Epistle.

However,

again, the greatest amount of stress should be placed
upon the fact that the Epistle can stand on its own as an
authoritative revelation of God's truth for us whether or
not the apostle John wrote it.
In presenting the introduction, the bulk of the
material should be devoted to giving the congregation a
clear comprehension of the background, and especially, the
occasion for the Epistle.

Here, a brief analysis of primi-

tive Gnosticism should be done, highlighting lts ii!lplications for Christianity.

Modern application might be made

by concluding with the comment that the situation represented
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by the Epistle shows us what happens when Christians try
to improve the Gospel for the s~ke of pure intellectualism.??
Since the discussion of Gnosttcism affords an open door
for dattng the Epistle, that information might easily be
inserted here or at the conclusion of the authorship
portion.
The entire introduction should conclude by focusing
on the purpose of the Epistle.

The p·3.stor at this point

would do well to impress upon his peonle the positive way
in which the author deals with a problematic situation.
The Epistle is a lesson to all Christians on the need to
dwell on the good and the true as a means of letting the
lip.·ht shine which can dispell the threaten in.~:::; darJ.mess.
In the interest of time, perhaps the best way to
present such introductory material to a congregsttion within
a worship setting would be to make use of a neat one-page
sheet or bulletin insert fror.1 which the pastor could

hi~h

light various specifics and supplement via the overhead
projector presentations.

On the back of the insert space

might be given for sermon note taking

9X2.d

the pastor could

encourage his people to take it home to keep with other
helns on the Epistle which might follow.

If exnoaitional

preaching is worth doing at all, it is worth doing well
and such historical materials

ou~ht

to be conveyed to the

people in a meaningful and practical manner.
Once the expositional series has begun, the pastor
should take care not to allow himself to become so concerned
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with historical details that the message of the Epistle
is clouded.

The historical materials should serve as

a resource to which the pastor can turn selectively in order
to clarify for his people grammatical expressions and
theolop:ical concepts.

In this way the bacl-:g:rou:nd study is

of benefit to the series in an

on~oing

In conclusion, it has been
mental rationale for a pastor

way.

s~own

enga~ing

that the funda-

in historical research

prior to t\Je exegetical and homtletical te.sks of sermonic
preparation rests at the level of interpretation.

To pro-

claim the profound depths of the meaning of Godfs truth
to the people is the pastor's chief end.

Such work is

thereby unavoidably V<Tedded to sound hermeneu t icB.l principles.
If these principles fail to emoloy the benefits of adequate
historical research, then the pastor has not been totally
true to his calling.

Bow a pastor can do such work and

give himself to all the other demands of the shepherd's life
is the subject of the final section in this chapter.

Today's pastor faces a. host of administrative and
pastoral duties each of which makes great demands upon his
time.

This final section of chapter one attempts to deal

in a practical way with the dilemma of the pastor who longs
to do quality preparation study for his pulpit ministry
and yet finds himself continually confronted by an everburgeonin:;:: schedule.
and twofold in nature:

Tbe answer to the dilemma is simple

first, make study time a high
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priority, and second, use the right tools.
Quality study tal<es time.

For sor1e, 1t means

taktng more time than for others, but no matter how one
looks at it, a stron,:;;; pulpit ministry is not built upon a
boo1~

of sn::Gested sermon outlines a.nd. a late 1'li\tht session

every Saturday.

Pastors should place great importance

upon their sermon preparation times, especially if they
expect to keep giving for years to come.
observations and

Therefore, the

stions which are presented in this

section should not be taken as a quick way out for the
busy p!::tstor.

Instead, they should serve to increa.s e the

quality of the study time being set aside, and are offered
in the hope that larger and larger quantities of that time
will find their way into the nastor's schedule.
case, the

ri~ht

In any

tools, used pronerly, can spell the dif-

ference between adequate and inadequate pulpit nreparation.
A

Sugg~sted Model for
Historical Studies

In doing the work for the study of the historical
background for the First

istle of John, two types of

schola.rly v.rorl{s formed the primary reference tools for the
study.

These were a New Testament introduction and com-

mentaries for the Enistle.
Donald Guthrie •s ll!e>ll Testament Introduction is
an outstanding tool and should be in every pastor's library.
In the case of the Jobannine

istles, Guthri·e gives an

excellent treatment of all the critical issues involved.
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Guthrie

N'?.S

tlr>.e first vwrk turned to for the study and it

was his procedural order of deqling with the vqrious
aspects of authorship, date, purpose 1 etc., which became
the guide for the study.

Guthrie is valuable also due

to the fact that his treatment of each topic includes
consideration of a vride range of v.<:J.rying: viewpoints or
alternate theories.

For the busy pastor, a wor1r sue h as

this gives access to a wealth of scholarship in a concise
and readable manner.
In add t t ion to Guthrie, commentaries \·Jere also
consulted.

This was done for two reasons.

First, a

good commentary should contain a section of introductory
material for the book being treated.

Depending upon the

commentary, these introductions a.re often smaller i.n lenc:th
than a treatmer_t such as Guthrie's, yet no less va.luo=tble tn
tbeir contribution to a study.

Second, since the use of

good commef1taries should form a TJ?J.rt of the later stat;es
of exe!etical work done, reading introductory chapters
offers one a clJance to

~;ain

insie·ht into the directi.on and

quali.ty of a commentator's work.

For selecting commentaries

for the study, a bibliographic guide is most helpful.

In

reg·ard to this study, DAvid rv;, Scholer's A B9.sic Eiblio ·ranhic
Guide For New 'Testament _l3;xep:esis was used.

Other gui.des are

no doubt larger, but Scholar offers a concise survey of the
more important and usually available works in all fields
of New Testament study.

Through Scholer, five commentaries

were selected and considered.79

Of these fi.ve, the ones by

Jl
A. E. Brooke, C. H. Doc'ld, and B. F.

~~Jestcott

proved to be

the most illu...rninating ree;arding introductory materials.
rhe comment.s_ry by F, F. 3ruce is s_

sm~tll-scale

work aimed

at the general lay reader rather than the orofessional or
serious Biblical

sturle~1.t.

I'he commentary by Robert Law

presents a good study, but can easily be forsaken in light
of the work Clone by :C3roo"ke, 'l[estcott ann. Dodrl,

By the use

of these commentaries and t;uthrie 's lf.Tork, a nlce balance
ws.s

struc~{

betl·leen classic and modern scholarship so that

the study could benefit from a

recoP:~nized

authority 1\Th.ile

remaining free from the limitations of historical studies
done at the turn of the century.
Due to t.he fact ths.t the Epistle is u:v-·derstood
by scholars as

bein~

a response to a heresy which later

developed into -v.rhat is

no~>r

known as :}nosti.cism, uart of the

historical study included some attention to the heresy
itself.

Guthrie and the commentators each Gave space to

a discussion of the heresy in relation to the Epistle.

In

order to throw vet a little more light on the subject,
A History of Christian Thought, Vol.

Gonzalez was also consulted.

I, by Justo L.

Such a work is helpful in

that through it the historical imolications of e specific
situation in church history can be comprehended.

In regard

to this, a work such as The New InternationaJ Dictionary
of the Christian Church80 can also be used with profit,
especially for the pastor who wants to bring greater depth
into his study, but cannot afford a lengthy treSttment.
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In concL1sion, if the use of all of tl:lese wo:r"ks so:;nds
far too time consuming to the busy pastor, let it be
stated that some would not
re~ard

it as worthwhtle.

of the tools
study,

~resented

fin~

it so, and certainly, would

Rov;rever, selective use of a few

here will still enrich any Dastor's

Therefore, let the reader choose as he is able.

The point is to choose well, if not extensively, for the
reasons for quality sermon preparation should be evident
to the discerning preacher.

Chapter 2
THE EXEGEriCAL l.JORK
Bernard Ramm has said,
This is the nrimary and basic need of hermeneutics:
to ascertain what God has said in Sacred Scripture;
to determine the meaning of the Word of God.
There
is no profit to us if God has snoken and we do not
knm,r "l'iha t He has sa.icL
Therefore it is our res nons i bili ty to determine the meani!'lg of ~'That God has given
to us in Sacred Scripture.1
RA..ving gained a good understanding of the historical
circumstances surrounding the First Epistle of John, the
next step is to plumb the depths of the Epistle itself.
!~s

F..amm has shown, the profit is in the meaning.

·rherefore,

a pastor carries the heavy responsibility of interpreting
correctly the truths which God would have His people
know.

Because of thts the pastor should

1~e

motivated to

do the most careful exegetical work of which he is capable,
for unon his exegesis of the Sacred text rests the nurture
and edification of his congregation.

Chapter two seeks to

present the fruit of the exegetical work done on I John
for this project.
commentaries.

The format will be that used by many

The translation of the text at the head of

each section represents my own rendering of the Greek text.
The model here nresented makes use of both English and Greek
for the inductive study.

Com~entaries

are referred to in

support of the interpretation, these reflecting a later
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stage in the study, which came only after careful personal
inductive study.

It is hoped that this phase of the

project model will stimulate the busy pastor to continue
to improve his own exegetical skills, ever mindful of his
sacred trust to equip the saints "· . • for the work of
service, to the building up of the body of

Christ.~~

( Eph •. 4 : 12 ) •.
THE S'rUDY

Suggested outline for I John:
I.,

Two essentials for Christian experience 1:1-10.

1.
2.

An encounter with the Word of Life 1:1-4.
Receiving the message from the Word of

fe

1:5-10.
II.

III.

IV.

The obedient children 2:1-29.
1.

The principle of obedience 2:1-6.

2.

Obedient through love 2:7-11.

J.

Obedient to God, not the world 2:12-17.

4.

Obedient to truth, not error 2:18-29.

The children of God

J:l-24.

1.

The children of God and the children of the
devil J:l-10.

2.

The children who love one another J:11-18.

J.

The c~ildren assured before God 3&19-24.

The children and truth

4:1-21.

1.

The spirit of God and the spirit of error 4:1-6.

2.

The dynamic of love 4:7-21.

3.5
V.

I.

The children born of God .5:1-21.

1.

The mark of birth _5;1-.5.

2.

The witness to birth .5:6-12.

3.

The benefits of birth .5:13-17.

4.

The knowledge gstined from birth 5:1·'3-21.

'nro Essentials for
Ch:r.-ist ian Experience-

1:1-10
1.

An encounter -vrith the 'vJord of Life 1:1-4.

1

What was from the be inning, w~at we have heard,
what we have seen with our eyes, what we beheld
and our hands have touched, concerning the Word
of life;

2

And the Life was manifested, and we have seen and
bear witness and announce to you the Life eternal
v.rhi c h was with the Father 9.nd He was rl9.nt fesb=:d
to us.

3

\.Jhat we have seen and heard T"re announce to you
also, in order that you may have fellowship with
us. And indeAd our fellowship is with tt-1e F'ather
and with His Son Jesus Christ.

4

iL'ld these t"'ings we write to you i.n order that
our joy may be fulfilled.

The first four verses of the Epistle serve to
ground everything which follows in the rich soil of a
dynamic encounter with the Word of Life.

The verbs to hear

and see (perfects) and to touch (aorist) point to the fact
that John and the other apostles and disciples have experienced a relationship with

n •••

what was from the begin-

ning • . • " (v. 1), which was audible, visible

an~

sensory

in nature and that this exnerience forms the basis for the
witness (v. 2) which, whPn proclaimed, leads to fellowship
with

It.

•

•

the ?ather .9.nd with

s Son Jesus Christ . • . "

J6
The purpose, then, of I John 131-J is suBmed up in verse

4

in which John makes it clear that he and his fellow disciples
will find their joy completed when the readers of the Epistla
receive the witness which stems from their encounter and
thereby come into the kind of fellowship they enjoy with
God and His Son.
1

The Epistle opens without the customary salutation

and thanksviving so commonly used in other New Testament
Instea.d., the l9.ngua?;"" par8~llels thEJ.t of the

Epistles. 2

prologue to the Gospel of John.

As has already been noted

in the historical section of this study, the parallels
between the

prolo~ues

are striking.J

of both the Epistle

a~d

the Gospel

Here it is imuortant to recognize that the

stress in verse one is true to the emphasis of the Gospel
as well.

In John 1:1-15 the pre-existent Word of Life is

manifested to and experienced by the disciples and this
encounter is clearly witnessed to as the basts for becoming children of God.

Thus, the Epistle, like the Gospel,

begins with an affirmation that God has revealed Himself
in the Person of the Word of Life and that it is at this
point where revelation and man meet that the truth concerning God and His will for man can be found.

Of this

Westcott says,. the Epistle "· • • treats of the revelation
of life • .
up to a

vie~-<r

, which culminated in the Incarnation, and leads
of the position and privileges and duties of

the Christian. •t4
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2

rhe second verse seems to form a parentheses be-

tween verses 1 and 3, serving to identify the Word of Life
as the bearer of the eternal life "· • . which was with the
Father. !i

Christ, in this 1 i

t, is understood as the one in

whom the eternal quality of life resides and therefore, the
rnedium through Y.rhich it C3.n be comreyed to those iAJho receive
the witness.

Fellowship with the Word of Life leads one

to experience eternal life.

3

Followin,"; verse 2, the triumphant strain of V<3rse

1 is once more taken uo, this time adding the key note of

proclamation.

One cannot help but picture the time several

years earlier when Peter and John, having been brought
before the Council for prsaching Christ and. charged by them
to cease, replied, "
'~<'ie

have seen and

• for we cannot stop speaking what

heard'~(Acts

1+:20).

Just as tlJen, so now

John writes, compelled to witness because of the experience
he has had vJith the Livinp;

~iord.

A V'Tj_tness to S1JCh a

tangible experience of seeing, hearing and touching vividly
contrasts the Docetic line of thought evidenced in the
prir:!iti;re Gnostic heresy with wnich the Epistle deals.
The proclamation is that the true knowledge of God which
leads to actual fellowship can be experienced due to the
fact that God so revealed Himself to the disciples that they
could communic8..te with Eim in the context of their own
physical reali.ty.

1::'rooke states that knov;ledge of God

cannot be adequ3te excent by revslation through
. • a real hum0.n life, by one tJho is an onlybegotten Son, of God. Only a Son can reveal the F8.ther.
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Only an only-begotten, • • . su..rns up in Himself all
the qualities of His Father, which are completely
reproduced in one heir • . . 5
·rhus, back of the proclamation is the real Life, and whBt
He has revealed concerning the Father motivates John and
his disciples to Gake the witness kno·wn.

For through the

witness fellowship with God is really possible.

4

The joy of fellowship sums up John's reason for

bearing witness to the Word of Life.

Aescott says, "The

fulfilment of Christian joy depends upon the realisation
of fellowship. ,.6

Facing a heresy which had already begun

to dismantle the unity of the community of faith,

Jo~m

writes, not a detailed polemic against the false teachings,
but instead, a positive affirmation of the reality of God
in Christ, and issues a call for the restoration of true
fellovJshi p.

This alone is unders toad by John as the remedy

for a divided church.
2.

Receiving the message from the Word of Life 1:5-10

5

And this is the message which we have heard from
Him and we announce to you, that God is light and
in Him there is no darkness at all.

6

If we say that we have fellowship with Him and
we walk in darkness, we lie and do not the truth,

7

But if we walk in the light as !ie is in the light
we have fellowship with one another and the blood
of Jesus His Son cleanses us from all sin.

8

If we s~y that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves and the truth is not in us.

9

If we confess our sins, faithful and righteous
is He to forgive us our sins and cleanse us from
all unrighteousness.

39
10

If we say we have not sinned, we make Him a liar
and
s word is not in us.

Having opened the .2:pistle by affirming that right
kno"~<Tledge

about God is rooted in the encounter between man

and God's revelation in the Word of Life, John now turns
his attention to the message which the Living vJorct has
given to those with whom He had fellowship.

It is this

message which sets the tone for all John has to say concerning the nature of the fellowship God wants mqn to
experience with Himself.

5

Essential to having a relationship with someone is

the need of knowing them:
and personality.

to understand their character

This is even more true in regard to the

divine and human relationsl'Jip, for here, if proper fellowship is to be realized and maintained, understanding of
the Person of God and its imolications for life must be
obtained.

Therefore, John announces that the crux of the

divine message conveyed through the dynamic encounter with
the Word of Life is that "God is light, and in
no darkness at all."

~irn

there is

While to phos commonly refers both

in and outside Scripture to illumination, here it has to
do with God's essential character.

This is borne out by

the parallel contrasts of light anct darkness, and truth and
lie which John definitely links to moral and ethical behavior both in verses 6-10 and in the context of the Ecistle
as a whole.

F. F. Bruce asserts, ttGod • • . is the sou.rce

and essence of holiness and righteousness, goodness and

40
truth; and in

Hi~

there is

nothin~

that is unholy or un-

righteous, evil or false.M7

6-7

John applies the message that "God is light . • •

to the sphere of personal conduct.

Certainly the false

teachers were claiming to have fellowship with God and it
was because of this that some Christians were being led
astray.

However, John calls them into question regarding

their behavior.

Jesus once said,

ur

am the

li~ht

of the

world; he who follows Me shgll not w0.lk in the darkness, but
shall have the 1 i

~ht

of 1 i fe 1* (John 8:12).

.John kne<rJ that

no one could truly claim fellowship with God unless it
made a difference in the way thsy lived..

To claim fellow-

ship and then to continue to live a life contrary to the
holy nature of God was, to John, simply incomprehensible.
Brooke points out that the very conceut of truth in Johannine
thought in relation to man "

• . has to do with the whole

nature, moral and spiritual as well as intellectual • , .n8
Thus, to John, the Gnostics might claim fello-vrsl1ip with
Goc on intellectuJ?,l grounds, but in truth, such a cLlim is
a sham, for moral darkness has no

fello~ship

In contrast, John asserts that it is

..

. as He Himself is in the 11

true fellowship.

t

Only when a life is

wal~ing

with li

t.

in the light

• • • " which marks
c~aracteTized

by

an active willingness to live in and by the light cast from
the revel9.tion of :}od in Christ can it be sr-:tid that true
fellowship with God exists.

Such a life lives under

cleansing fountain of the redemptive work of Christ,
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having all sins mqde known by the light cleansed.
the C."lristia:1 's call inr~.

This is

For, Ets Faul tlnderstooc it, the

ministry of Christ was "That He might redeem us from every
lawless deed and purify for

self a peoole for 2ls own

oossession, zealous for ~oort deeds" (Titus 2:14).

8-10
with

t~e

The final three verses of chapter 1 each begin

conjunction

"if~"

Verses 8 and 10 may very well

refer to common max1rns popular al:!ong the Gnostlc Christians,
i • e. ,

e have no sin • •

.
d_ • • • ·~
s 1nne

( v, 10).

. u~

(

v. (8 ') , anC:

e hsve not

In contrast to these, John asserts

that to say one has no sin is self-deceiving (v. 8), for
the truth is that man has sinned and does need the blood
of Jesus Christ to make him clean.
n\,lho

c~m

sin?"

say,

I

Proverbs 20:9 asks,

have cleansed my hear"'t, I am ·pure from ey

'rhe ans\'J er is,

::-'0

on :co, for apart froD the blooc1 of

Christ all are guilty still.

f~is

is especially true of

verse 10, for John concludes the chapter by rraking it clear
that to disavow actual sin not only manifest self-delusion,
but proclaims God a_ li':tr, for

s word testifies that

actu9.l sin is a reality for all m8.nkincl (Eon1. 3:10-19).
Thus, John concernns the Gnostic stppro9.Cl1 to God ·pJhich bypasses

et~ic~l

an~

moral behavior on the grounds that such

an emphasis cannot be reconciled with the revealed Person
of God.

rrue fellowship only comes by way of confession

( v. 9), for only then 0 o es man reco:~~n ize :--1 is ovm true
nature and his criticql need for heln from on hi
Dodd says that we believe in sins forg,ven

throu~h

,-,

T-T

""" e

"'"'· •

confession
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not as an excuse for wrong beh,::tvior,
• . but because no other course would be consistent with the perfectly good will by which the w~ole
universe is created and sustained . • . It is because
the -orinciple of forP;iveness is built il"to the structure
of a moral order created and determined ~y t~e character
of a just a:(lc'J faithful God.9
Hord Stuc'U.es
Lo~os

tes zoes.

The !ogos concept in the Greek

world began in the realm of communication.
and brought understanding,
oower, as Kittle says,

betn~

thou~ht

~ogos

of as a rational

• • . in virtue of which man can

see himself and his olace in the cosmos .
the

lo~os

clarified

conceot took on metaphysical

entering the philosouhical and

Later,

pro~ortions,

t~eolo~ical

spheres.

thus
Logos

became associated with a kind of universal law of creation
by which man could ascertain reality, not just theoretically,
but in regard to life and behavior.
Through the Christian revelation the

lo~os

is transformed by the person and work of Christ.

concept
No

longer a metaphysical expression of a cosmic law, now the
lo~os

stands for the One through whom God has revealed

Himself.

The logos has now become flesh and taken His

dwelling place among men (John 1:14).
seen in I John 1:1-3 regarding the

This can also be

lo~os

tes zoes, for

the term clearly refers to the life and ministry of Jesus
with Eis disciples.

rhus, as

only brings to man the

lo~os

lo~os

tes zoes, Jesus not

of revelation from God, but

is in 3imself, throu~h Eis life and ministry, the lo~os.11
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John, in writing the Eoistle, can thus introduce the logos
tes zoes in the

prolo~ue,

and thereafter, for the remainder

of the Epistle, speak in terms of the historic Jesus, for
to him, the two are really one,

This useage of the Jogo§

concept in the context of John's Epistle forms a beautiful
polemic against the Gnostic teachin>:s which Stre tn view.
What John is witnessing to is the very source of man's
knowledge about God.

3ince gaininc; the gnosis which unites

man to thStt which is spiritual is the prime concern of the
Gnostic, John opens the Epistle by proclaiming the ultimate
in divine-human interchange:

namely, his audible, viSU"Jl,

and sensory encounter with the

lo~os

tes zoes Himself.

It is uoon the sround of this encounter that John can
point out the Gnostic error and assure the believing community that true fello>:.rship
alone (1

:J,

'PTi t>:

God comes by Jesus Christ

?) •

Koinonia.

The basic meaning of koinon is to become

a shareholder with someone in something,12

HaucJ;;: states

that in Pauline tneology, koinonia arises only through
faith in Christ, "· • • which implies the identification
of our life with His.n13
hold trv.e for I John.

In 1 :3, proc1ama t ion of the encounter

with the Word of Life

an~

'.Nitness is understood

8,s

with the Fatl".er.

This concept would certainly

the readers' reception of that
essenti.a1 to

~saining

koinonia

The seeds of conformity to the im8,ge of

Christ seem already evio ent in the pro1o.'!ue.

?.:owever,

there can be no doubt that identification with the life of

4·4
Christ by belief and conduct is understood as the requirement of true koinonia for the rest of the

istle, for

John makes himself clear when he says, "

• the one

-v~ho

says he abid.es in Him ought himself to walk in the same
manner as He walked" (2:6).

Walking in the light, there-

fore, links koinonia not with intellectual illumination as
the Gnostics would have it, but rather, to a moral and
ethical response by the believer which conforms to the
person and character of the God who is Himself light (1:5-?).
Such a response is best seen in terms of love and rip;ht
moral behavior toward other members of the body of Christ
(3:14-18; 4:?-8).

'rhus, li<:tuck states that in the Epistle,

Koinonia describes " . . . the living bond in which the
Christian stands."14
Phos and Skotia.

-

In the Gosoel of John, nhos is

understood. both in terms of normal illumination such as
from the light of a lamp (5:35) and as the brightness of
God's revelation

fro~

which the evil flee,

their deeds

being exposed (3:20), and to which the ri~hteous come, for
it confirms their deeds as " • . • havina been wrought in
God .

• • ~~ ( J :21).

In the proloe:ue to the Gospel, Chrtst

is understood as the life which is " • • • the light of
men • . . 1• (1:4), the li;r,ht which" • • . s!..,ines in the
darl:mess •

n

(1:5), and the" • • • true

li~ht

which,

coming into the world, enlightens every man • . . " (1:9).
rhus, in the Gospel, Christ is the light of God's revelation which identifies the person

an~

will of God and
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thereby exposes the nature and depth of sin in the world.
In the Epistle the central affirmation is that God
is uhos.

Here tne concept of illumine.tion held by the

Gnostics is tr,'=msposed by John into th9.t vv-hich issues from
God's essential being and demands of man an appropriate
moral response.

'c'.i:::tl1zin[t in the phos

me~•.n.s

1 i vine; in the

truth ( 1 :6), and o beyi Y' £:' God's command to love one another
(2 :7-11).

Such a conceut of phos forms the contrs.st to

skotia which the Epistle portr0ys as the suhere of the
world's influence. As Conzelmann states,
is a spi,ere-po"trer, bu.t not, as

~-n

. darkness

n

Gnosticism, a substance

too; it is the world's nroper nature in which it flourishes. n15

Further, Conzelrr1ann says, '*

darkness as it asserts itself as such

aga~nst

Its nature is due to guilt, not f9.te,n16

the light.

'rherefore, the

Epistle portrays a dynamic contrD.st between ohos and.
skotia, one which serves to clearly identify for the reader
the sphere of influence represented by a

particul~r

belief

or beh3v5or.
II.

The Obedient Children 2:1-22
P~incinle

1.

The

of obedience 2:1-6

1

My little children, these things I write to you
in order that you sin not, and if anyone siros
we have an advocate with the
ther, Jesus
Christ the ri teous.

2

And He is the propitiation for our sins, not
only ours, but for all of the world.

J

And by this we know that we know Rim, if we
keep
s commandDents.

46
4

one saying thRt I know dim, an~ keeps not
s command~ents, is a li~r, and the truth is
not in bim.

5

But whoever keeps His word, truly in this
man tl!e love of God has "been perfected. 3y
t~is we know we are in Him.

6

The one saying I am abiding in Him, ought to
walk as He also walked,

T~e

Chapter two expands on the germ theme of obedience
to Christ as essential to fellowship with God which is
presented in 1:5-10, especially verses 6-7.

The expansion

in chapter two gives attention to the role of Christian
obedience in relation to Christ and
loving tbe brethren (2:7-11),

S

\

r.or,-,m;::;nf'1nr:-;-;t-s
(? ·1-6')
v
' ..
J.

'~- ~"'

'

" .. '-' - • u

-

~

lovin~

the world (2:12-17), and holdins to truth instead of error
(2:18-29).

Always the underlying emphasis is upon true

fellowship among believers and their Lord.
his affirmations of Christisn

trut~,

errors to be found in the Gnostj_c
thei.r

cl(~structive

1a

John lays

tr.;achir·~;s

and

b~re

the

ex~::;oses

imp:=;,ct u.tJOn tt.-:e Christian comrcunj_ty.

For the first tine the apostle John refers to

his readers as "My little

chil~ren

endearment, while calling to
el0erJ_y

In

9.-costlf~

~ind

...
the quaint oicture of an

·vrritin;:t to his llttle flocl\, also vividly

portrays John's concern for the solidarity of the Christian
ks both

community to which he writes.
of John's authority and of their
fellowship of Jesus Christ,
his purpose for

writin~:

order that you sin not .

participa~ion

in the

On this basis John declares

"These things I write to you in

..

Thus thE stress on walking

,

47
in the 11

t presented in 1:6-7 and its correspondtng re-

lationship to the question of sin in 1:8-10 is reinforced
by the further casting of the orinciple of obedience in

its

Essential to a healthy Christian community is

li~ht.

the commitment on the P'1rt of its members not to corr..mi t
sin.

Broo"ke refers to the fs.ct t:1at in the phr,3.se ina me

amartete the aorist

~enotes

"·

~efinite

acts of sin

estcott says of this,
"Nothing is said in one direction or the other of the
· -~q
possibility of a Christian life actus.lly sinles:.:,, •t1
bott1 of these corrner_t9,tors

a~r·e

re.g8.rdin~·

cor·rect

Hhile

the CJ.ree1'C

text, their statements must not overshadow the principle
John seeks to communicate.

~rue e

Y'.otes th?. t

in

treating ths false teachings regarding sin in 1:8-10,
John does not wish to give his readers the idea that
sin may be regarded as a normal phenomenon i:r: the
christian life •
. ;3in, indeed, is so thoroughly
uncharateristic of the christian life that a life which
is marked bv sin c9.nnot be cA.lled ehristi'-l.n •• ,19
Thus the foundation upon which the principle of Christian
obedience is built is none other

t'~'an

a. vi tal commitment by

the belteve:r not to live so g,s to commit sin.
lb-2

However, John never paints the portrait of a.

completely sinless Christian perfection (here is where
3rooke and
comnents).

~0

es tcott
1:8-10

mal~e

ma~es

val ua bl e con tri but ions by their
it clear that for a Christian to

deny the reality of sin is none other than self-deception.
John's assertion that
advocate •

n

n ••

,

if

anyo~e

sins we have an

further illuminates the meaning of 1:9
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and the confession of sins by the believer, pointing again
to ti-Je fact that sins may take place, but lf they do, there
is a way to forgiveness and cleansing.

The advocate of

which John writes is "Jesus Christ the righteous.n

It is

He who pleads on behalf of the believer and that on the
strength of His righteousness alone.
Jo~n's

Verse 2 connects

theology with that of the Old Testament and its

understanding of the concept of oropitiation.

Brooke

says, God is holy and " • • • no man can approach, till he
has out away the sin which cannot enter the presence of
GaeL tt 20

John understards thJ'l_t sin is the barrier to fellow-

ship with God and sees in Jesus the sacrificial offering
which alone pleases God and removes the bsrrier, not only
for the believing community, but for the siYJ.s of the ·whole
world as well.

Thus, to John, tlJe rule is "sin not,'* but

should sin, the exception to the rule, enter the Christian's
life, then all the more reason for maintaining fellowship
with Christ through confession of sin and by faith in His
propitiatory work.

As Westcott says, "It follows that the

efficacy of Bis work for the individual depends upon fellowL i~
1f.
S ,1
,J
.J 1

~-h
v.

3

;::r1_m

-"

• ~e21

John,

f~ced

with a

~roup

of false prophets

supposedly teach,ng the wqy to God, proclains to the
ChristtsJ! comnunlty that a res1l divine-human relsttioY'.ship
can only be rPalized in direct proportion to their willingness to keep His commandments.

Jesus

s~id,

"If you love

Me, you will keep My command0ents" (John 14:15).

To John,

the mark of the true gnosis of God is obedience; to know
Him is to obey Him;

4-6

nothin~

else will suffice.

Using the same teaching model as in 1:5-10

John follows his assertion in 2:3 with a practical illustration.

Verses

4 and 5 form a cortrast which pits diso-

.
bedience and the resulting false fellowship it incurs (v.

I )
-~

against obedience and the perfecting of God's love in the
believer (v, 5).

~otifs

rhus, the

of li7ht verses darkness

(1:5-7) and truth verses lie (1:8-10) find their expression
once more in terns of obedience verses disobedience.
3egarding the phrase "• . • truly in this man the
love of

~ad

has been perfected" (v. 5b), one recalls

Jesus's words when He said, "If you keep my commandments,
you will abirle in

~Y

love;

just as I have kept 0y

ther's

commandments, and abide in His loven (John 15:10).
the point is that keeping the

command~ents

vidual to remain tn God's love.

~hus

bere

allows the indi-

the stress is on

t~e

keepinp of tfle com:m-==tndmsnts THi th the abic'ling in God's
love understood as the necessary result.
the coDcept remairs the same.
word"

a~d

In I John 2:5

:'he believer keeps "fiis

qs a result, experiences the prefection of God's

love within

~im.

Growt~ an~

maturation both of the believer's

knowlecl.s:e and loYe toxard God result not from the Gnostic
concept of divine illumination, but through practical
obedience to Christ's commanos.
his readers the

mo~el

Therefore, John sets before

of the One whom they say they know,

urgins them to realize that to clatm fellowshio

ith Him

calls for them " • . . to walk as He also walked 6

( 7\

. 6b).
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Fellowship is thus founded upon the principle of obedience.
throu~h

2.

Obedient

love 2:7-11

7

Beloved, I do not write a new commandment to
you, but an old commandment which you have had
from the beginning, the old commandment is the
word which you have heard.

8

Again I l.Arri te to you a new cornmandment, which
is true in Him and in you, because the darkness
is p8ss ing ar..;ay 9.nd the true 11. t is already
shin in cr.

9

The one saying that ~e is in t~e lirht and hates
his brother is in the darkress until now.

10

The one levin~ his hrot~er remains in the
and no offense is in hi~.

11

But the one hatin.n: hi_s bro+;:-.er is in carlmess
anrl walks in darkness, an~ ~oes not know where
he is gain , because the darkness has blinded
hts eyes.

7-8

li~ht

In furtherir.g the discussion regsrdins a

Christiants obedience to the commandments of Christ, John
further

~efines

"ccm~anf~ent"

verse 7 John refers to

~~

under a twofold heading.

In

. . • tne old co:r-rng_ndment whicl:J

you have had from the beginning."
refer to the Old restament

John here apnears to

com~an~ments

6:15) and one's neighbor (Lev. 19:18).
ments predate the birth of the

~hristian

to love God (Deut.
Since these commandcommunity they

form in a very real sense the old comnandment,
word wbich you have heard."

n •••

tl:1e

In contrast, John, in verse 8,

refers to the new commandment, "· . . which is true in
Him and in you."

Here Jesus Christ and the Christian

commllni ty are clefini..tely in view.
says to

In Johnts gosnel Jesus

s disciples, "A new commandment I give you, that

51
you love one anotl,.,er.

:;;y this all men ?Jill knNJ that you

are My disciples, if you

13:Jh-J5).

~ave

love for one another" (John

Christianity affirms that in the Person of Christ

a new order has arrivert, "

• the

~arkness

is

passin~

a-r_,ray anr'l the true 1 ight is already s hining 11 (I Jo ~n 2: 8b).
The old commandment finrts a new rlynamic meaning in the life
ministry, death, and resurrection of ChTist.

rle is the

personification of all that God ever intended to convey
rhus, in one sense, John is referrin~

to the old

familiar commandment, one which men

an~

should al1•13.ys obey,

9.rJr:

yet, j_t ts a nm'r comnandrrent as

well, finding new strength and authority in the One who
said, "Do not think that I came to abolish the Law or the
Prophets; I did not come to '=lbol ish, but to fulfill 11

0• a t t. 5: 1 7) •

In

1

li~ht

of this the commandment is all the

more binding upon the members of the community
to have

fello~ship

9-11

wit

wh~ch

claim

Christ.

True to form John backs up his statement in

verses 7-8 with an illustrative application.

Here love

ane li7ht are sst in contrast to hate and darkness.

Verses

9-11 seem to echo Jesus' words, "If anyone walks in the day,
he does not stv_mble, bec'Omse he Sf?es tte
world.

li~:r·t

of this

:Jut if anyone rlalks in tl!e n j_ ght, he s tunbl es, be-

cause the

7

li~ht

is not in him" (John 11:9b-10).

In the

istle John equates obedience expressed in love for the
brethren with the lt

t which keeps one from stu0bling

(2;10), while disobedience expressed in hatred for a brother
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plunges one into thr::; black darlmess 1'Thich m3,kes for stumbling;
Thus John shows us that the evidence as to

(2:9, 11).

whether or not an individual has scppropriate0 the
tory benefits of the redemptive work of Christ
focused in the issue of obedience to Christ's
love our

1~rother.

s·uc h obedience

t which fosters true

the 11

community

believers.

o~

Love

fello~ship
un~fies

believers, whereas the jealousy
an elite

~roup,

darkness which

~{eeps

an~

~oropi tia-

is clearly
conmand~ent

t!"'e 1Pf11 vidual in
witb Christ and the

the community of

hatred senerated by

sep0rated from the todv, manifests the
ma~es

true fellowship impossible.

].

Obedient to God not the world

12

I write to you, children, because your sins
have been fo iven on accou~t of
s name.

13

I write to you, fathers, because you have
knovm
freD:' thR
inn:i.n:;. I :"'rite to
you, young men, because you ~8~e overcome
evil one.

14

to

2:12-lZ

t~e

I wrote to you, children, because you have
the ~atber. I wrote to vou, fathers,
because you have known Bim from th0 beGinning.
I wrote to you, young men, because you are
strong and the word of God remai~s in you and
you have overcome the evil one.
know~

15

Do not love the world nor the thin0s in the
world, if anyone loves the worl6 the love of the
Fat'-"er is not in htr:1.

16

Because all things in the world, the lust of
the flesh, and the lust of the eyes and t~e
pride of life, e.'"F: l'1ot of the F'atr:E:r "t:v_t of
the vrorld.

17

4nd t'!s ~wrld is D8Ssin,'! ar;Jay an.n its lust.
:Sut t 1'1e ont:: doi_nr-" t~1e will of :}od remgj_ns
forev-er.

12-14

John now specifically addresses t

ee groups
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vrl.. t h tn l: is reaJ1

audience.

with these qrouptngs as to

have wrestled

Co~mentators

w~ether

distinctions in agP or

spi~ttuel

Epistle has been dated

l~te

John is referring to

m8turitv.

Since the

first century or very early

second,22 it is rost certainly addressing a Christt0n
community

co~posed

of

~embers

Therefore, rathAr than

who snan three senerations.

thin~in~

in terms of

teenagers and sdults, it seems more

oro~a~le

chil?re~,

that John is

writing to members of three generations of Christianity,
However, such an assertion should be qualified

the can-

sideration of the fact that nothing disorovas John's also
acdressi:"g cecple a.t various sts..g:es cf Christian r:10.turity, a

Attention turns fror1 t!'e

~.ore

overtly polr:mic

discourse (2:1-11) to a section of rejoicing over the
spiritual victories won bv the members of the community,
Four ~ey elements are mentioned by Jo~n:
sins (v. 12),

2) Knowing Him (v. 1Ja),

e vi 1 or e ( v • 1 J b ), and ,

4)

1) For~iveness of

J) Overcomin~ the

Ab 1. ding in :].c d ' s word

The cassage clearlv serves an

importa~t

( v • 14 ) •

function in

the overall letter and especially in the context of

Jo~n's

admonition not to love the world (2:15) which immediately
follows.

Beset by doubts raised by the false teachers the

Christian corrmunity is unsure of itself.

Of John 1 s response

Brooke se.ys,
Ile l{nor,\rs t \'t:t t
validity of their
to assure t~ern cf
the ground of the

they are h9.rassed b" doubts as to
Christian position, so he hastens
it, a'~ld to 1:.se his assu-c-nnce as
appeal which he ts making,:4
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Each of the l'e.v eler:1ents ,John mentions in his song of
victory thus serves to remind his readers of their position
in Christ and its

~eaning

in

of the current heresy.

li~ht

They need not turn to new teachings in order to draw closer
to God, for

throu~h

Chrtst, they already possess all that is

necessary to conquer the forces of

dar~ness

and have fellow-

These elerr:ents form th.e necessary groundwork for the appeal which follows.

15

·rn.e exl·10rt9.tion

b~r

John not to love the world

and the explanations which follow it in verses 16 and 17
appear to be somewhat of a cliTactic point in John's argu:rh.e centrs,l focus is

ment thus far.

a.

•

.

t~e

love of the

F'ather • . . 11 whicr, to John, cqnnot havr=; fellowship Nith
love of

world and its things.

t~e

Eere, then, as C. H.

Dor'ld s9.ys, is "· . • the 5.rr-ecotlsilable opoosi tton between
the Christian I who belongs to the new dispensation , and the
pagsm i'iorlcl

which belor;;;·s to

I

destruction." 2 5

tnc
..., ..
,

·.~

old order, door1ed to

Thus, John, who makes such vivid use of

contrasts, once again sets in opposition two elements
centr-al to h:i_s entir-e thrust.
centered upon light ard

lvhereas before, the discussion

d~Tkness,

truth and lie, and love

and hate, now, all ar-e broUFht to bear in the concepts of
love for God and love for the world.

16

The reason w'!y the love of the F'R,ther carmot

abide with the love of the world is due to the content of
worldly love.
love:

John lists three c

1) lust of the flesh,

cteristics of worldly

2( lust of the eyes, and

55
J) pride of

]_j_

fe.

Various atternpts to relate these three

characteristics of worldly love to such passsges as Genesis

J or, as in the case of Westcott, to the temntations of
Jesus in the wilderness26 have been made:
point of verse

however, the

16 is very clear as it stands.

Worldly love

is char8.cterized by tl"e sum and substance of everyt':>iDg

God is not.

Lust and nride have nothing to do with the

God who is light.

On the other hand these characteristics

do fit in nicely with everything John has said thus far
concerning the nature of spiritual

~arkness

at work in

hum:::m i ty.
17

John conclurles his exhortation with a contrast.

The world and all that it contains is te0poral in nature.
0

It is

passing away."

In contrast, God and all that His

love enfolds is eternal, and so,
will of God remains forever.

the one doing the

n.

Therefore, John dr2mati-

c.SJ.lly sumrnaTizes hiE ?.rgu.ment by ss.ying, ln effect, that it
all really boils down to one basic question which everyone
must

~ive

an answer to:

"Are you

~otnr

to be

the world and the darkness which envelops
who is 1 i~l1t?

of the

obe~ient

to

it or the Sed

Take c'3re," warns John, nfor the :;ororld and

F~ther's

love, which is already shining, will abide

forever (2:8b, 17b). 6

4.
18

Obedient to truth 2 not error 2:18-22.
Childr~n,

that

it is the l~st hour, ard as you heard
is comin~, even now many

a~tichrist

antichrists havs arisen.
is the last ~our.
1]

e you Y:nov-1 it

~

rrhey ':lent out :from us, l;ut they v;rere not of us,

for tf they were of us, t~ey would have remained
T.•ri th us, but thr:;y c.vent out in orrier t 1"9.t it
mtsht be ~anifested that they are not all of us.
20

And you have an anointinq from

t~e

Roly One,

ann you kno:-'<' all th:tnp;s.

21

I 1'rrote to you, not bec•:=J.use you dicl net know
the truth, but bec~use you 1rnow it, and because
every lie is not of the truth.

22

Who is the liar if not the one denying that
Jesus :ts t~e Christ? ?his is the antichrist,
the one denying both t~e Father ann tbe Son.

23

Everyone
J:t a t }} er
1

denyin~

the Son does rot have

t~e

.

24

What you have ~eard from the be innin~ let it
remain in youl
If in you remains that which
you heard from the beginnin~ you will remain
in both the Fatb:=·r ano the 3on.

25

And this is the promise He has
etern?l life.

26

rhese thin7S I wrote to you
leading you qstray.

27

And the ano~nting wh!c~ ycu received from ~tm
remains in you, and you have no need that anyone
shovld teaeh you, but this nno:intir,~>; tt=;aehes
you all thirJ('s, e11en ~Tnst is t~cue a-v;d 'fiBt is
a lie, even s He
t you, ramain in Him.

28

And no':;;, little children, rem9]n tn Eiin, so
that if He should be revealed we may hgve
confid c:r_ce a·~d not be .asl•s.:Ted before din in
s presence.

29

If you know thnt He is righteous, you know that
everyone doing ri teousness has been born of

pro~ised

to us,

conc~rn1n~ t~e

ones

The entire last section of chapter 2 stands as
reinforceme"'t for the exhortation i.n 2:15-1?.
section that the soecific

worl~

It is in this

situation of the last days
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is

outlin~d,

thus forming an urgent call for Christians to

remain obedient to the truth

w~1ch

God has revealed through

Christ and shun the error which will prevail in the final
days.

Here truth

a~d

e~ror a~e

otctured in their

~ost

dynamic terms, i.e., Christ and antichrist.

assertion that the world, "

8.~·rey,

of the sciTit of

( 2 :1 ?a)

an~ichrist

among

mero.

antichrist spirit assures the Christian of its finality.

t as the course of things runs alan~ the
edze of the final consumr8tio~, that ed eat times
becomes a knife-erl~e, and at sue~ times thP sense of
its ~eins 'the l~st hour' is specially acuts,27

rric~ni:~nt.

Such is the state of affairs as John writes his
nredecessors of
all

hum~0n

t~e

istle.

one who will cone at the close of

history to cl"s.llen::e Chr"_st in the fin''tl cosrr.ic

identification of these antichrtsts as

t~ose

who".

out from us.
who oriryinated within
~en~rted

t~e

8~r4stisn

community, tut then

from it in order to estsblish

in tellec t1.18l r:rroup.

Sue h

spirit by virtue of this

8

'2TOUD

i

own elite

fPst 1 ts

sel~-proclaimea

opposes tl'J.e crofouml s trr.pl ic i ty of
Jesus Christ.

,_ g_n

t~eir

::~cd '::~

0.n

ti christ

reqson for

exis~~nce.

red em ::;t 1 ve ''Jo:r\:: in

'\s thP g_::ostlc' Paul h lS ;::·o a.ptly pointed
0
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out, an imuroved or different

gos~el

is really no sosnel at

a 11 ( Gal • 1 : 6- 9 ) •

20-21

The greatest weapon that John can encourace

Christians to use asainst ths snirit of antichrist is the
knowledge of the truth.
an appe01 to the
is .e. comE1on

from God, which the text implies

for .stll believers, cuts

divine kr.ov'l"led?:e 1s only for

tf·c~_t

the

a~ross

select

8.

e truth is available to bsbes (Matt. 11:25) if

fevr.
t~ey

anointin~

ex~Jerte~".ce

Gnostic conce:Jt

rhe very fact that John can make

will hut receive it.

wisdom is

Paul asserts thst Christian

. not of this SJ.Q'e, YlOr of the rulers of this

~~

oas~ing

a?e, who are

awayn (I Cor. 2:6b).

comes to th8 believer from God is the truth of
love, not some mystic
pur9ose for

writin~

throu~h

great

Thus, John says that his

~nosis.

was to reaffirm these things to his

readers, for in the brilliant l17ht of
can be clearly seen

~is

an~

truth error

sue~

dealt with.

22-23

The nature of the error is now presented and

it

~reat

t~e

tra~edy

of the antichrist soirit can

be seen.

For John, s.ll falsehood and error are sun-:ri' ed

up in

concrete act, that of the conscious denial of Jesus

o~e

ere the total impact of the Gnostic heresy

as Chrtst.
cr::.n be felt.

Eeferrin,c;c· to ?aul 's comnents

wisdom once agatn, it is worth

notin~

t~~t

rer:::":rdi.n:~

the aoostle links

the lack of it to the crucifixion of Christ.
is

a,

••

the wisdom wbich none of

t~e

God's

Paul says, this

rulers of this age

has understood; for if they had understood it, they would
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not have crucified the Lord of
Applyin~

Paul's
0

in Christ.

. • • " (I Cor. 2:8).
istle

to the context of the

stateme~t

the point is cl ar.

~lory

Gnostics in their pursuit of divine

T~e

Therefore, by

buildin~

knowledge they have crucified the

system uoon false

t~eir

One who can lead

ve~y

them to the .?atllfH' they so dearly desire: to 1rnow I
tamperin~

In

with the Person of the Kord of Life, the

Christians have

e~braced

the

the 3on, sole advocate

C~rist

and oro-oitiator for Ol)r sirs to God,

the rioor of

which will not endure.

~arkness

To John, confession of Jesus as

is the

between Go::! ann

fello~·ishiD

.!.."

~

'·-.rYJ.OS u lC

~~ey whic~1

unlocl<:s

r:othin"': else

D8J'.

will do.
re~ain

2h-25 John exhorts his readers to
which they heard from the beginning.
to the gospel

w~ich

Certainly John refers

was oreached in Asia

the Christian communities

addressed

no~

in that

an~
~y

gave birth to

the

istle,

Like 2:21, the exhortation sets no new truth before the
reaoers to counteract the; Gnosttc error, but inste<=ld,
issues a cqll for them to return to the source of all
victories (2:12-14).
Christ 3lone,

w~ich

th~ir

It is adherence to the sood news about
assures continued fellowship with toth

the Son and tre i:"atber.

Chri

st~.sms

h.qve no business seeking

it in any other place, for only there can the nromise of
eternal life be found (v. 25).

by restating the rcle of the

anointin~

which the readers
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have received and

rhree major

in Chr'Lst.

1.

another appeal for them to abide

ma~ing

no~es

are sounded in this section:

rhe anointing Which COMeS from fellowship

~ith

Christ serves to co1Pl.tero.lct f::,lsehood. (vv. 26-27).
2.

Abiding in Christ grants confidence, especially

J.

The practice of riphteousness is characteristic

should

of those who abide in Christ.
of

~im.

n

r::us everyone

should sivs evidence to their

n.

•

•

born
fellow-

abidin~

ship by the conduct of their lives (v. 29).
In SUl'll.,l8.ry, John
discernin~~-

ri~('1tly

ter of

rel tes thP

truth to hi.s co·.,cept of true fellovrsrip.

lillti-

christs should be clainlv visible to all who have true
fellowshiP with Christ, Por against qim their falsehood
is easily seen.
by

~or

John, true fellowship is characterized

five imDortgnt elen:.eY'ts:

1.

It

lea~s

to true

knowled~e

of God

an~

thus

discerns error correctly (2:20-21).

2.
which is

t~e

It ts rooted in
essence of

t~e

co~fession

of Jesus as the

gosDel message (2:22-24).

J.

It is linked to eternsl life (2:25).

4.

It

5.

It results in ri

~rants

C~rist,

confidence in the day of j

e~t

(2:28).
teous conduct (2:29).

Such is Johnts concsot of true koinonia and as such
it forms the basis of the

i.stle itself.
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\~iord

stucUes.

Parakleton.
Johanr:in0:

~firriti_n<J_S.

Parakleton is '"t term peculiar to t:;e
Behm notes that I ,John 2:1 and John

16:7-11 give the impressions of a triel before God's court,

thus the mear1tng of 119J3voo9.ten is arrived at. 2
Old

Testa~e- t

men such as

Abraha~

(Ex. )2:11-14) anrl Samuel (I

as representing thelr neoDJ

P

In the

(Gen. 18:23-JJ), Moses

• 7:8ff) each are pictured

before God, _::;leac in

God's will to them.

fo:r ti..,em

In both Job 1:6-12 and
are nitted

inst

Satan, resisting his accusations.
The G:)Spel of John links

tl~e

p8rc:tkl:::ton sqyings

(14:26).

2.

A witness of revelation (15:26),

(16:8-11).
It is this third link which plays such an important
role in I John 2:1-2.
advocate oleads on

There, it should be noted, that the
~alf

of the believer on the basis of

s, not the believer's ri?hteousness and propitiatory

'i\ro:rk (? : 2 ) •
Ila.smos.

In Leviticus 17:11 exniation is made with

the blood God ;;;tves for t

11e

altqr, for' in

t~w

blood is t"'e

• • anything affected by sin or D.ncle.:Jrmess ll~eecls
It c.,::mrot s t'?ncl tefore the Loly God.
ex pte~ t ion.
I'he
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destructive reaction of God, with its mort?. l threat,
iation ann j_s
is nrovo~ed q~at~st t~at w~ich needs
:not eYpis:.ted, 30
T~us,

man's nreservation rests in

life is in the blood of the

~is

Since the

ex~iation.

sacrifice, substitution

a~tmal

is a dom~nant co~cept.31
In tbe New Testament the use of ilasmos refers to
propitiation, the action wherein God is pleased and man's
sin is FXpL,_ted. J 2

rhe only Ne•rr I'es t<=tm ::nt p8 ssages

this useage occurs are I John 2:2

an~

the b3 sic Old I'es t~=u:1en t ic1 ea 0.nd yet
propitiation of ::;.oc.

4:10.
It.

It refers to the

•

•

itT

here

John follows
(o ~::os

::mr~)ose

not irr:ply

which ::.;.od
TYn;_s ,

vn.e

.!..'

rnea~in~

refers to" . • . the settins aside of sin as guilt

ag~tnst

God,

This is shown by the

co~bination

of ilasDos

in 2:2 with narakletos in 2:1 and with the confession of sin
in 1:8, 10."Jh

The res~lts are:

1.

Confidence before God's

2.

It

be~2ts

love fort

j~d~nent 2:28;
~rethren

christiq:n doctrine; it is the reality
Kosmos.

4:17.

4:7; 9-10, 11, 20f.

which

e lives."35

John 14:27 and 16:JJ make it cleqr that

peace can only be found in this world through Christ.

John's

use of kosrJl<2.§. underst9.nds S8.lv?ttion history as a confJ.tct
between Christ and the

~osmos

which Christ will

t~e

I
In

tot~

Jo~n

hav~

2:15

an~

or Christ and the poneros in

ultimate victory.-l6

Ja~es

4:4 are closelY

ra.ll elecl.

the world is understood as oriented away from God,

6J
hostile tow3rd
2:15).

31~

(James 4:4) or without

&asGe S9ys of I John 2:17,

of the world or

co~tempt

overcome the world.

37

~or

it.

For the

~is

love (I John

This is not ne

tion

It is th€ fqith w ich

~as

istle, kosmos is used by

John to represent all that is characteristic in the lack
of true felloNshio with the God who is li

=1......_...:;;.T:......h....;e_.;c;..;h..;c...i;;;..;l n

r

....v.

en of _,_:::;._:;;.o...;.c;....._s_..Yl-'-c.:....~_t_h_e_c;;...:_!J_i_l_c_l_r_·e_>'(l_._...o_f_t_h_.e_J

devil~Q.

1

You see what ma'(lner of love the Father has
bestowerl on us in or~er that we may ~ecome
cbildren cf Goo, "l.nd S\Jch we qre.
i'herefoTe
the world does not know us, because it did not
know SirrJ.

2

now we are the children of God, and
it has not vet anpeared what we s~all be.
e
know th'J t if ~{e shoulc1 apiJec;.r \-Je S}1.9.ll br~ liJ<:e
Bin, because we shall see Sirn as
is.

J

And everyone 1'Jho has this hope in Eim,
himself as 3e is pure.

4

Belove~,

0veryone coin
la:~~rlessn.ess

ifies

sin dOPS L",i'llessness su•c" sin is

II

5

i\.nd you 1-r:no"~iv tl"a t Ee v1"9.S man 'Lfested Ln order
that Se mi t b8ar sins and in Him is no sin.

6

Everyone :qho abi(l es tn Eiim, does not sin.
1:Weryo!1e Nho sins hgs not seen ~-IiiT: nor "t.:n.m~s

7

Little c~ildren, let no man lea~ you astray.
The one dotnrr richteousness is ri~~tPous, as
is ri.P'~teous.

8

r~e one dotna sin is of the devil, because the
devil has sinned from the be~inning.
?or this
reason the ~on of God was manifested in order
to destroy the wor~s of the devil.

9

1-~'i:reryone

because

:nm.

he.ving, been born of ~lod does ~.".ot sin,
'is s r-;ed rem a ins in h ir:t and he cstnnot

6L~

sin,

he

oec~use

dy tv·tis the

h~s

~esn

born of God.

of Goc1 ~w.c'l the c;"lldren
of the devil are revealed; everyo~e w~o does not
do rishteousness and ~oes not love his brother
is not of God.

10

c\--:ildre~1

Chapter 3 continues the

disc~ssion

relative to the

Christian's relationship to the worlct pictured espec1.ally
rhree soecific cotnts concerned with this

in 2:15-17.

relationship are consifered by John.

In J:l-10 the discus-

sion centers on the Christian as reci

of dar1-:ness.

In 3 : 11-1 f\ t '~ e

the practical

outworkin~s

love.

ent of the

tt:~er's

ther's love is aoolied to

of life in terms of brotherly

Finally, in 3:19-24, John speaks of the assurance the

believer Q;nins ;.,,::eYl lye receives '3nr4 or1ctices the F'3.ther's
love.

In all, John attempts to

s~ow

his readers that it

is God's love vJhi.cl; sets thPrn apart from the world.

Indeed,

it is the love of the Father which, on V1e one h3nd, serves
Go~'s

to increase the world's hostility tow3rd
;;..i 1!ile

children,

on the other h<:Jnrl, i_t forms thr-: basis for th:3ir assur-

ance before God.
1

In 2:15 ]ohn hs.s s.s<.id,

the love of the

~·ather

'If anyone loves tk1e vrorld,

1

is not in him .•~

At:

that point the

emphasis was upon those characteristics of worldly love
which evidence a total lack of the
chaoter J John turns

~is

ther•s love.

Now in

attention to a positive presen-

ta tion of the Father's lov·e, es pee i:?.lly e.s it relates to
the Christian in the world.

Verse 1 explains that the

Father's love i.s evidePce:i in great: degree

becEJ.use, oue to

it, Christians are

un~erstood

by God as His children.

In

the Gospel John has s9i.cl, 'rF'or Gael so loved the world, that
de gave His only begotten Son, that whosoever would believe
in Him should not perish, but have everlststing lifett (John
3:16).

3oth the Gos1Jel e.nr'l the

love to be a free gi.ft initiated

istle understand. God's
by

God to man (I John

4:9-10) which, when received by faith in Christ, grants
~'
~ne

,oe 1 1ever
.
t 1ne

•
' ./...
r1~~G

t.o 1.ce ca_
l 1 e.
d a

' .

l r1
cnl_~

or~

It is this love bestowed by God and received
sets the Christia.n ap0rt from the "\'Torld.
fore the world does not
Him" (v. lb).

•''
~oo,

I

l

r)

man whtch

by

John

T
1 : 1L
luonn

S">.ys,

11

'rhere-

us because it did not know

k~ow

To John the reason why the world is at odds

with the Christian comrrunitv is due to the acceptance on
the part of Christians of Jesus Christ as bearer of God's
love to man.

Such knowledge reveals the li

t which narts

the world 's dar1mess and cgus es it to flee.

Brooke agrees

when he says that John is callina his
first love 9.nd enthusiasm.
they need to reco,crr:.ize

rea~ers

hack to their

Being Eis children is a reality

n •••

and these fB.cts a.re the cat<.se

of the hostile attitude of the world.•3 8
Havin::;.- reminded his res.Clers that they 9.re

2-J

children of God, John next defines for them the
the title.
1.

A

•'

2.

bein~
'

t~'~e

form of

the

tot3l

(v. 2a).

Assured that He will, in the

Lord ( v • 2 b ) •

of

child of God in the world is:

Not yet c lee>r e s to

reality of his

me~ning

en~,

~e

like his

)

•

66
).

To be pure as He is pure (v.

Brooke stJ.,ys of this,
"'
t'ne cJ..oser
revea 1 e\""

Wl·

·~

J).

• • . the rnore fully Christ is

ll_ 1Je t'ne i r 1·
. 1.k eness t o

,.

~.lm.

u39

Here

John offers a positive oolemic agairst the GnoEtics whose
teachins is aimed at

to the spiritual image.

co~formity

The assurance that the children will bR revealed in the
image of their

Lor~

provi~es

the motivation for a ourity

of life which cuts across the moral indifference of the
:Jnostics.

Broo1\:e ststtes,

absolute.

The standard is nothing less than the perfected

. the puritv aimed at is

tt

human 1 i fe of the glorified 1:;hrist. ~~ 40

John reaffirms that

no one who claims to " • • . walk tn the

li~ht

the li

as He is in

t • . . a c.sm be inr'ifferent to t1:<e respons1bility

to live a life consonant with that life which such a claim
places unon the

4-5

in~ividual.

John points to tne dividi

Christians and pagans.

rhe practice of sin is the living

of a lawless life (v. 4).
incompatable with

hei~~

Such a chaotic state is totally

a child of God.

The Gnostic

Christians had begun to olay down the impact of the divine
decree against sin,
system.

relativizin~

it bv their intellectual

'ro cut them short, John defil'es sin qs a re<Jlity

understood in terms of a

discern~bly

lawless life style.

Against t 1'lis John also affir.rns in verse 5 the.t the sole
purpose of Christ's comin;:s into the vvorld was
order that He might bear sins."

11

•

. in

And if any doubt still

remains as to the Lord's pos1tion on sin, John states,

67
. • and in Him ts no sin."

Thus a child of God cannot

condone or parttcipate in a 19.-:·;less life style for everything which makes him

6-9

Go~'s

child is directly opposed to it.

Therefore, bv way of practical application,

children of God do not sin,

fo~

their motivation to live

sinless lives rests in the work of Christ who came to

~ear

sins ( v. 5) smd "So 0 es troy the r,,rorks of the d evi 1

9.:Tt:ray

(vv. 5, 8).

The line of demarcation is clear:

practice ri

teousness evidence the reality of their fellow-

ship with Christ (v.

?).

However, those who continue to

live sinful lifestyles have never seen
(v. 6).

rhese are

those who

ali~ned

or known Him

with farkness and

t~us

are

children of the one whose works Christ came to destroy

(v. 8).
Go~

Thus, it is imnossible to John that one born of

should qo on practicing sin.

~or

being born of God

megx.s t hs.t tl:e ?ather's seed res td es in the offSlJr j_ f'0T,
causin~
~3ruce

htm to bear the image of his Progenitor.

F. F.

s-::tys,

. the new birth tnvolves a r~dtcal change in
human nst ture; for those r,·;ho re.V"' not PX 9eri enced it,
sin is natural, w~ereas for t~ose who ~ave experienced
tt, sin is • . • so urmatural, • . . th:;;.t its
cti.ce
constitutes a oowerful refut9tion of a~y clatrn to
possess the cti~ine life.41
10

In

the element of

~is

summary of the characteristics which

~rot~erlv

love and in so doing prepares us

for the discourse to fo llov.r in J: 11-24.
is that
devil .

'~.

. • the chi.ldren

God. and

John's cone 1us ion
t~e

children of the

amount of

resoo~sive

the level of conrluct

~oral

t~at

reco?nizeJ;le; one swts

fi~er

fa~ily

lH~e

i~

their life.

It is at

ties are nost easily

t''e fami.ly

~!.e

is a nenber of.

John's call is for the Christian community to take a serious
look at the way they are

livi~

, for by this they will

know to which father they, as children, are

the

rin{j

greatest likeness.
2.

The children vvl-oo love cne arotheE_ J_:l)-18.

11

lecause thjs ~s the rress ge which you have
heard from the beginnin~; that we should. love
one another.

12

Not as Cain, who was of the evil one and who
slew his trother. And fer what reason dirl he
slay him? 3ecause his works were evil, but
his brother's works were riryhteous.

1J

Anr=t do not n·,strvel brot 1'1ers if the vrorld hates

you.
~'Te

14

kno1'1 trHt we h':";V::c mo"'Tecl o<.lt of Cle:?th into
lifP bRcause we love the brothers.
~he one
who does not love abi~es in death.

15

2veryol"e hstin:::: his 'brother is '='l rrrurcerer and
everyone who is a
erer has no eternal life
him.

/
1 t:

this we ~now love, because e lai6 down ~1s
life on our behalf; and we ou~ht to lav down
our lives on behglf of the ~rethren.

17

hoever has t~e goo~s of the world and beholds
his brother in need and has ro pity for :':llrrl,
how ~oes the love of God a~ide ln him?
I

18

Little
ton~ue,

11-12

childre~,

let us not love in word nor
but in deed ~nd truth,

~:'aVi"l9'

sst fort"' tl:le F'ather•s loYe as the

John now focuses on the
as it should be

'

ex~ressed

ctical outworkings of that love
within the Christian community.

Love has been the

foun~ation

on which Christian

has always been built (v. 11).
ap~ape

fello~ship

The words koinonia and

are inseparable wit'::i.n the Christia.n context.

for John, Cain is a perfect

exa~ple

Thus,

of what must never take

place within the borlv of Christ (v. 12).

Genesis 4:1-9

represents Cain as filled with anger an( jealousy for his
brother.

Thus he acted out his murderous deed

lack of love and concern for Able.

The

i~sue

~ith

was ri

a total
teous-

ness and John, in the context of his
re:::;dfirms the issue in view of tl1e Gnostic fa.lse testc 1:ers
who ars harassin

his readers.

Christians must understand

that it will always be at the ooint of
hostilities will arise.
never allow the sli

ri~hteousness

that

Therefore, JohnTs readers must

test taint of Cain's evil exarrple to

mar tl;eir f8ll0 iTShip, for the world vJill brin.:" the2 trouble
1

13

Secause of the hostilitv which will arise when-

evsr righteousness

beco~es

of encourayernent for his

nrornjnent John strikes up a note

rea~ers.

The negative use of the

imperative, me thaumazete is John's we.y of S8.yin;=:·, co not
be amazed brethren at something

common lot in life!

whic~

will always be your

Of this Brooke says,

fhe hatred of the world was an abidin~ attitude,
always liable to orovoke unchristian retalistion, and
.
' ' i.on t o .._,_
....
l___
1 l0ern:;
.
' ' t one1
9_\··(a.y;::;
a t.-emD'C8t:
c..~.te
more f .ln,,e
•
'·
ect their duty to their weaker brethren •. ~
~?

Surely the world will be ever opposed to God

an~

is love

(2:15-17), therefore it stands ever ready to lash out like
Cain in an effort to dispose of the righteous ones in its

70
midst.

Such should be of little sur

ise to those who

~ave

been born of God.

14-15

John contrasts life with

deat~,

asserting

that love for the brethren gives evidence to the

tra~sfer

which has been accomnlished wherein the believer has
out of the realr of

~eath

oved

ere of life (v. 14).

into the s

This bein,3; so, then the ebsence of love rr:e.cms thGt tt.,e
individual remains in death's hold.

In fact, the one who

refuses to love is no different

a murderer, for hatred

and jealousy were the

t~an

underlyin~

against his brother (v. 12).

motives for Cain's crime

Such a person can, therefore,

lay no claim on eternal life whatEoever (v. 15).

16

For John the

~reat

model is always Jesus Christ.

Verse 16 forms a vivid contrast to the preceeding verses.
The one lvho hates his

trot'~er

is in essence lj_1\e Cai11,

his brother's murderer (vv. 12, 15).
~md

dea.th are interrelated.

ha~ed,

In this light hatred

th F13.y result for t!:e one

but hatred will always effect death in its host.

In contrast, John refers to the example of Christ, who by
His death on behalf of His

~rot~ers,

manifested Sis love for

the:,·, ultimately brin,;;:in?; llfe to them.

I'hUS

1

John

UTO:eS

his re?.c.ers to follOTfl the example of Christ, for t'Je or:e
who hates his brother lives in death, while tbe one who lays
down his life in love for bis

trot~ers

live .

F. F. Bruce

states,
No christian should speak re?dily of his love
for others unless he is prepared, j_f need he, to show

71
s, bv ivin~ uu his life
t love ~s Christ s
ed
for them,
• by re~ardtn it as his Dlain duty so
to rl_o.
is is w~at
Meant by showin t.he love of
one~
f
s
ltf'2.~'3
Christ in

fs

17-12

The proof of love is in the deed of love far

visible, tangible, expression of our fellowship with God
and our

bret~ren.

the interpretation of verses 17 and 18 when he notes thAt
t of Chrjst's examnle in verse 16 it is

in li

. easy,

a

if the occasion for heroic self-sacrifice has net arisen,
to pretenrl to ourselves

t~At

t~ere

is no call to lay down

of truth with seeminGlY munaane exam leP of practical apulication.

However, in so doing he also

brin~s

1_ty vrithin the ?T?,sp of every rc_an, '!Toman,

in the

n~me

Gnostics

true sniritualchile on this

of Christ can

caul~

easily be understood as an over-spirituali-

zation of the moral and ethical im
s Dodd sqys,

Christt'=J.n faith.

ications of the

To over-spiritualize rela-

5

Therefore, John concludes

the secti.on vrith an 'VJcer-l,l :for the Christi.0.n comrrunity to live
lr;e:~~·

out the1.r
exuression.

fs

love tn the most coYl.crete terns of

uch forms ths greatest anttdote to

t~e

moral

indifference of the heretics.

J.

The

chil~ren

this

assured befor
e

s~all

~now

God

we are of the truth,

72

and shall persuade our
20

Because if our

es us,
all

~esrt

than our he9rt and He

~no~s

21

Beloved, if our heart
confide~ce with God.

~oe2

22

And whqtever we
pleasin~

beforP

he~rt

~

net

is sreater

Go~

e 11s ,,; e have

we receive from

as~

~im,

be-

hefore Pim.

23

And this is ::is conn'9X'dment; that r.,Je sho 1,(1. n. believe in thn na~e of his ~on Jesus ~hrist, and
should love one another, as ?e has commanded us.

24

iL:d tY,e one 'V'J' 1 '"~0 'ccee1)3
is cornm.o._nr:'ir'lPJ'lt 9,bi.:'les in
Him and ;~re in l'~i'".
And b1 thi.s 'i~e "~:rwv·T that
ie abides in us, by the 3oirit He ives us,

19-20

The practice of

love assures th2 believer

Go~es

that he stands in the truth (v. 19), for God is with him
John sees the need for such an

(v. 20).

affirm~tion

es-

pecially in the face of the doutts l::·eing r9.ised amons :'liS
ostic Christians.
that if they are
then not even

lovi~~

t~e

fc~rs

core the reality of
21

John, for he
can be most

t~eir
~nd

So~'s

John assures his readers
as

brot~ers

doubts of

~hrist

t~eir

presence with

loved them,

hearts csn over-

t~en.

I'he matter of the heart is of Drime concern to
kno~s

that it is at tbis point that a believer
shaker,

dramatic~llv

e Gnostics had no doubt

with trelr fsvi.th by me9.ns of their '!·igh intellectua.llsm.
I'herefore, John no ints hi_ s reg(l ers
Christianity as the

~eans

living in the truth

an~

God does not c

~enn

of

h.s~c :-c

assur~nce

to pr9_c t ice.l
that they are indeed

can rest in the ccnf\dence tMat

them (v. 21).

73
"hen God, w~o is greater than our conscience and
pronounces a more aut~oritRtjve verdict, one ba2ed on
perfect kno~ledge of us an~ of all t~e relevqnt cirClU'JSt noes, e.ssnres us of t:;_e for.s;iveness ofL $ins for
'"'hris"""'~
V-.
. _
L,
;-::;;

oteyin

rq'<<=>
l:_:.
r ~ ' . ··~· p

,.,...,
;f~ G

8"lJ'ov
·,--.,o,-,ce o-"' CO"'<'Cl·~·~.-.o
_,
l l .. ~ ..- ·- t:: r :. 1.__,~ •.• ~
i

..,

;..,... \"" ·:'1,.

)..

,

22

The chilr'l -:;·;ho \·raFss in the li

~is

commandMents and

doin~

a

~6

t of h.is b'athc:;r,

that which is uleasing

John here links the principle of obedience
desire to be heard on hi

~ith

the believer's

out the ui'"'ture

of confidence to include not only heart-felt assurance, but
confidence that the lines of

com~unication

seeks after s iritual gnosis as a
realm of

t~e

eans to enterin£ the

divine, is thus cast aside

have direct access to

23-24

between child and

t~e

throne of grace,

John conclu~es the sec~ion with a capsulized
effect John says,

"God's comma~d e~ts ere stmule a~~ clear:

Jesus Christ and 2) love
commands form

t~e

o~e

anoth

1) believe in

(v, ?1).

eEe two

counter-offenst1re to the Gnostic heresies.

Confession of belief in the historical Jesus as Godis
Christ counters the Doecetic falsehoods and the
of Christian love destroys

t~e

mor~l

corru~tion

ctice
which is

the inevitablP result of Gnosticism.

the only basis uoon which true

~ellowship

with God can be

for

confi~ence.

these, God's S irit comes to reside

Throu~h

in the ore who 9uts

t~~m

practice,

t~to

EtymoloEiCSllllt,
concept of the

a~akening

In time it was

linke~

~-1?:1'108

originates ln the

of reverence or religious

to rleity and

ca~e

a~e.

to describe that

which lacks defect, i.e. the ritually clean thin .

This

forms the basis for the more moral connotation as used in
the New Testament.47
Re.((9Tdinr: I John

J:),

n8UC1{

says,

It

Si~?;nifies

oral purity and sincerity' as in rslation to Christ .
Unclerstood in rel8.tion t.o tre outvwr1<:in:<,s of

an:;no~

the

Scriutures picture it as:
1.

Demanded of those bearing

co~~unity

office

(I Tim. 5:22; Tt, 2:5).

2,

E:x:pecteo of the convers<:J.tion of Christi9.n

wives (I Peter ):2).
).

Character1.stic of the wisdom which avoids all

self-seeking (Jam. ):17).

Epistle,

Gino~.

As used in l·;oth John's Gospel 8.nd his

~sko

has to do with a relaticn.shiD 1dtl1 God

and Christ j_n terElS of a -oersonal fellm<rship.

Ginosko is

not understood as an investil3'-3tive or soeculative pursuit,
lt~qnn

states, " . • . it achieves concrete

exuression in )"istorical ·=wts. n49
is made known

a~~

can be

~ncwn

Son (Jn. 3:16, I Jn. 4:9f).

Thus, the love of God

through the senriin

of His

In the Epistle the action of

75
1{eepiYL\'~

the commandr:ent to love

a criterion of

a.Jso b:=; COl"Si.dered

Plil~ht

v
(I JohY:' 2:3-5; ..,.....1·0:)

kno~1n

~

, therefore, is not just to know about
Gnostics seek,

M~:1J_t

~1~,

e

such as the

and become acquainted with

to see

s obedience an~ love."50

Him irr

Dtkaiosune.
1 inktn

action

wit~

Christ as the

ri

, in I John 2:29,

to cemonstre.te :::tll th:?.t Jesu2 entoc:i.ed in r t hteousness
. is a valid sign of being

of

~orn

in I John J:?, antinomianism is countered
therly love

ri hteousness, i.e.,
I'hus, John
lo

• stresses the fact t

cally from commi

lin'c:s true ri_

ent to Christ

ri

an~

t

the do

b~

of

t ccnduct.

ri

teousness

fikaios end thus

t~e

teousness to the revel8.tion
Jn a note on I John l:h,

i

ven only in

~1thrie

observes,

his action also stands unrler the

If a man commits

A Gnostic

of

one sins it is not

t~qt

rt~nt

s iritual gnosis.

~:o"Hever,

John

(J:4), .s1.nd t1-,ereby imDlies

actually in ooen revolt

tlir~t

a~ainst

o en rebellion a~ainst God.55

even if
a setback to one
llV'\~<::s

s 'Ln

w~o

has

to lawlessness

tt-•e one VJho cor:•.nits sin is

76
1

Beloved, believe not every S;Jiritl :Out prove
the spirits to see if thev ar~ of Go~, because
many fo::tlse proPhets havs ;:o;one forth i!:.to the
VJorlcl •

2

By this you knov-r the ::3pj_rit of Gor'l; every

spirit which confesses Jesus Christ as having
come in the flesh, is of God,

3

A.nd every spirit i>ihi.ch does not confess Jesus
is not of Go~, and this i2 the s~irit of the
antichrist which you b.a.ve neqrr th<:~.t 1 t is
comin~ and is ev~n now alrea~y in the world.

4

You are of God, little children, and have overcome them, because greater is the One in you,
than the one in the worl~.

5

They are o~ the world, therefore they speak
of the world and the world hears them.

6

We are of God, the one knowin~ God ~ears us,
he who i,s not of God does not bPar us. By
this we know the spirit of truth and the spirit
of error.

Chapter 4 adds the dimension of the Sfirit to the
onsoing discussion of truth verses error.
God

a~~

.rY!e

Soirit of

the confession that Jesus Christ " . . . has come

in the flesh . .

" are now linked by John to form a striking

poler::.ic a:::_c'3.inst the tee,cnings of C:Tnost)_cisrJ
bulk of the chap+:,er (Lts?-21) is
Christian love.

~evotecl

(L~:l-6)

•

.L'he

to the dyna:c1ic of

Love is the focal point from which all

knowledge of the fellowship

~ith

God radiates.

irit and love become the Christian's great

Thus the

we~pons

in the

battle for truth, for against their power the Gnostic
error must ultimately succumb.
1

ili. th the openihg:

ve:' ses of c h~~.pter

l.J-

John ties

us back in to the cU s cuss ion cone ern 1r cr the ant l c '"r ists of
2:18-29.

In the former section the last hour is marked by

77
the annearance of

who proclaim the way to God and

ne~sons

yet in truth deny the very One who can bring man and God
together (2:22-2)).

rhe discussion in chapter

focuses attention on

t~ese

t~eir

false oronhets,

4 again

reaffirmin~

error to be none other than a direct denial of the

J).

incarnation of Christ (v.
prophets calls to mind

t~e

John's reference to false

passa~e

in Jeremiah which reads,

"For thus says the Lord of J.:osts, the God of Isrqel,
not let your proohets who are in your

Mi~st

'Do

and your diviners

deceive you, and do not listen to the dreams which they
dream, for they prophesy falsely to you in

~Y

name; I have

not sent them, declares the Lord'" (Jer. 29:8-9).
Jeremiah•s day Israel

a~ounded

In

with men claimin; to speak

on behe_l f of Goc', 1::::ut th :> real test for t:1eir V':ll ir'l i ty
lay in whether or not they had indeed been sent by God.

tH thout :-its se::Jl and cornm iss ion such propnets v1 ere ambassadors of evil.

In

t~e

situation to

so-called prophets were

claimin~

wh~ch

John writes, many

the snosts which revealed

the clivtne 'Hill, but the anostl8 k'1ew tt1ey did not cg-rry
God's seal of aporoval.
to exercise the

Thus John

apoe~ls

to his readers

ft of spiritual discernmen~ (I Cor. 12:10)

and prove the soirits being forced on them to see if
bear the

insi~nia

2-J

t~ey

of God.

The criterion for the test John urges his

rea.cl ers to use is the confession of Jesus Christ as " . . .
come in the flesh" (v. 2).

Those who confess Jesus as

Christ m9nifest the 3pirit of God

(v. 2), whil.e those who

78
s·~irit

deny the incsrn,:xtion reve0l the

3 recall 2:22-23

an~

Verses 2

an~

of anticn:rtst (v. J),

therefore

inherent in them is John's assertion t
is a

that

dGnying the Son

denial of the Father as well which of course

~irect

is totally

t

evide~ce

1nco~patihle

with the

t 1 ~,e

"ear-t of

\AT8.y John strU<::es at
confession of

t~e

Jnostic

er~ror,

na.':ins

incar-nate :hr-ist the theolo ical wntershed

t~e

for the entire Gnostic issue.
, how

ma~tter

pro

ets in question

Christ and

olausi~le,

how eloouent the

tc, the test of their witness to

f1BY

truth is the test by which they

~is

~ust

be

jur] ged. a 56

4-6

e difference between the children of truth

and the children of error is obedience to the aut"ority of
It is

the Spirit of God.
of t~e world

4).

(v,

\ti

ho i..s

Chil~ren w~o

to 5im, while those who are of

t~e

eater than the spirit
hear the truth listen
worl~

~o

not hear Sim

(v. 6), for the world cries to them with its own loud voice
(v,

5).
Throush ~is presentation in h:l-6, John in effect

reassures his readers that they need not fear the false
to their memLership in the fawily of God

~ue

prophets, for

t~em

(3:1-J), there resi0es in

(4:4).

co~tined

spirits of error

3re~ter than

Cne

So lon

l

as the

the

emters

of the Christian commw1ity remain tr-;e to their confession
of Jesus as the incarnate Christ
S ,, i r
.

·-

1· t

-
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ho
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\'i
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will possess the

t~ey
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like qssociates with like .
. those vrno
are of ;ori, an~ tberefore live t~eir lives in le~rntng
to 1-cro:~~ FJ.rn 1Jr::tter, i.n t~P E;rqd_1l.q]_ -3~~;s1rr-ll:=ttl.orJ. of t~1e
reir:::;lr,tion of
self v:'-··tcl'l G·oC is rl-~l~<-"in.c;· in~, s .:::o11,
re~eive the 2essa~e.
It ts o~ly rejected
those who
are net of Gorl, an~ soar~ not le~rning to ·now
,57
1

Thus

t~e

prooer test for the true

knowle~~e

of God ultimately

rests in the rece

ion or rejection of tbe zos el of Jesus

Chri.st i tsc-;lf.

this the

irit of truth

an~

the

s~irit

of error are clearlv seen.

7

Beloved, let us love one another, for love is
of God, anri everyo~e w~o loves has been horn
of God and knows God.
rhe One who does not loYe,
;::;od is love.

9

~nows

rot

, for

this tbe love of Go~ was santfested to us,
in that God has sent
is only bn~otten 3on
into the world in order that we R~~ht live
tt-:-rou

10

In t~is is love, not that we have loved God,
hut that ~e has loved us a~d sent
is Son to
be a uropitiation for our st~s.

11

3eloved, if God so loved us, we ou ht also
to love one a~ot~er.

1?

~~o

o::Je h·'3.s ever ber·elc

anot~er,

Go~

abi~es

'}od,

in us

if

an~

~·1e

love one

his love is Dade

cor'lplete in us.

1J
us,

this we ~row that we ab~ae in
cause of the Sotrit w~ic
He has

~iven

in
us.

14

A~rl

15

Whoever confesses that Jesus is the Son of God,
Goc'l. a bt ri es tn

16

2\r~d

we have seen and ~e~r witness that t~e ~at~er
has sent t\'le Son to be the '3.g_v;_cr of tre world,

iHe ~~Lq;;re

belte,red. f:!.!e )_o~re Tt!Y!.ich
God has toward us,
Go~ is love an~ t~e one who
abtdes in love a~i?es in God an?
in hin,
1-fY1.0\.AJn

·'3.. :-J~c:

80

17

By this love h~s been perfected in us, in order
that '.Ne m.sty h<=tve coi•ftrience in the day of judgment, bec8use as He is. so are we in this world.

18

?ear is n.ot j_n love, bv.t perfect love C<:lS ts out
fear, because fear involves punis ent, the
one who fears has not been perfected in love.

19

We love because He first loved us.

20

If anyone says, "I love God" and ~ates his
brother, he is a liar, for anyone who does not
love his brother who~ he has seen, cannot love
God whom he has not seen.

21

Anri this is the coromandnent tha_.t vre have from
Sim, that t~e one who loves r:}od.' shov.ld love his
brother also.

7-8

Hstving identifled the cY·i terion by which truth

and error may be judged, John now turns his attention to
the

~re8test

In a most

polemic of all against heresy:

~eautiful

way John links the

with brotherly love.

Love thus
~ein~

knowtn3 God, indeed of
essential

bein~

is love,

~ecoTes

Christian love.

knowled~e

of God

the evidence for

horn of God (v.

just as it is li

t

?).

God's

(1:5b), there-

fore the gbsence of brotherly love is a disclaiMer for
rnoT.r4no·

1
n .... ,

~IV-~...-,

absent

''"'Od
,_:r.
t~ere

(;rvo P.)
,,)

, r.,;here love is

8

has not been even the beginning of the know-

ledge of God, for love is the very nature and bsin~ of 3od. 58
And F. F. P.ruce sg_ys,
joins envolves a

11

The lo·v·e <;ihich tlle Nevr 'I'estame!lt en-

consumin~

passion for the well-being of

others, and this love has its wellsprins in God.u59

Once

Stg-9.in Jo'":'n P19.kes it im90SSible for tl1e J.nostic r::;hristian
to intellectualize true s iritualitv for the God he seeks to
know

throu~h

his association with an elected few deMands that

he shun his hynocrisy

an~

get down to the tusinesa

o~

living

81
Go~'s

out

love to all men.

9-10

The love of

~od,

of which John writes,

vealed in the Person of His Son.

is re-

Far fTom sor:e abstract

concept, the love God shows us in and through

a perfect expression of practical concern for the needs of
man.

Christ was sent into the

worl~

that men lost and suf-

fering spiritual and physical death might
,,. •

.11m

( i

r.

C) )

>

John asserts that God, not man,

•

love which

fin~

~as

t~e

new life through

initiated the

sinner and his needs in view (v. 10),

love is not sustained bv

i?nortn~

the cross,

in all its

stark obscurity, but bv setting it in the forefront of the

s 1·t ua -'-t
1, _ on. ~~6o

God's love could not have become any nore

practically involved in the sufferings of humanity than by
its nanifestation in the ministry, death

an~

resurrection

of Jesus Christ.

11-12

God's love thus becomes the motivation for

the Christi8n 1 s exercise of love for his

brot~er

(v. 11),

Brooke sg.ys,
True love is sonethin~ which gives itself, neither
in return for whqt has been given nor in order to get
as much a~ain:
even as God gave Jis Son not as a r8ward for the love which men tad shewed to
, but as
a boon to t~ose who had only ~anifested their hostility
1-

'Jo

t:::·

C.<.lill

•

1

61

To John the way in which

~od

has so totallv loved the love-

less must be both the cr,rtsti.an's example and motiv9.tion to
express

~is

love for God.

In this way a world

seen God will know Re lives and loves (v. 12).

w~ich

has not

Such is the

82
lifestyle which sees the love of

cone to maturity.

John combines the ~vnam'c of C~r,stisn love

13-16

with the wttness

an~

work of the 3nirit to set before his

readers the true fpllowshin of
The mark of the

abi~ing

the witness of tbe
up in the

Go~

who love one

anot~er.

presence of God in the believer is

S~irit

~eltever's

t~ose

(v. lJ).

~is ~itness

is bound

witness to the fact that "God has sent

His Son to be the Savior of the world" (v. 14).

l'hus true

fellowship with God as evidenced by the witness of the
Snirit will alwAys be founded upon the confession that
"Jesus is the 3on of God" (v. 15).
fession the

fellows~ip

Apart from such a con-

is merelv a sham.

John rounds out

his nresentation of true fellowship bv once again making
reference to God's love (v. 16).
is God•s love

w~ich

In the final analysis it

breathes life into the fellowshin of

believers, thus John reminds his readers that to sbide in
3od's love assures them of true fellowship.

Dodd says,

The energy of love discharges itself along lines
which form a triansle, whose points are Gorl, self and
nei~hbor; but the source of all love is God, of whom
alone it can be said that Ee is love.
hether we love
God or our nei~hbor, it is God's love that is at work
in us -- assuming, . . . t hSt t 011r love is ths.t ''lU. then t l c
a~ape which is exemplified in God's gkft of
s Son,
an~ in Christ's sacrifice for us all. J2

17-18

Echoing the discussion of the assurarce

gained by tkte pr9cttce of -brotherly love tn J:lS-24, John
again turns his readers

1

attention to the

confiden~e

w~ich

results when love comes to maturity in the believer's life.

rhe

C~risttan

com~unity

should be motivated to mairtain the

83
fellows~ip whtc~

allows Gof's love to nature itself among

them by virtue of the fact that perfected love is the beccnft~ence

liever's ground for
(v. 17a).

in the day of God•s jurlgoent

The Gnostic v-rho soen.r::'ls all !Jis time strivinc::

after a gnosis

w~tch

makes

apathetic toward his brother

~im

in need (3:17) will not be ahle to stan( confidently before
his Christian counterpart who has soucht to live

11~e

God

in the -v;orlc the 1finr1 of lovin'"'
his Lord

(v, 17b).

res~ers

lon~

as

t~ey abi~e

+..- o .m.•.•S.~
Cl~r,,c
'-..
.. .• ,,:_r,_:~J-.·~·
' ''

i~
·- -

+hetv ..
..:.

God's wrath as

to

Johnts

l~_festy1e

mCJnLfe,sted by

have no need to fear
in Eis love and allow 1t
(v • 1R)
''

"ll'~rc~
'-~

•

J:lhus, Or'.ly

those tmwature in love have cause for fear, for as
S8.yS

here full confidence is not yet cossible, love is

I

not yet
true

e uerfect, for fear and dread have no olace in

love."

L';j

0

~

Fear is

o:r. puY<is.

eYl.t.

C~ristiqn

for he

19-21
of

~rooke

~is

re~l1ze

self-ce~tered

Such fe;;_:c should
cl~i7S

John

to

~ave

co~cl~rles

qnd it keeps its eve

~'ind.

no root in t'.-,e
Kith th2 Gort who

fello~shic

tbe discourse

tth a surncation

wqjor concerns fer his reqders.
th~t

brotherly love must

pecially in the
spirits are
1.

las~

fillin~

Sod

~o~r w~en

all

a nrime corcern, es~~nrer

of erro:r.eous

the world, because:

has set the exaD

vation for Christtsns to oractice
2.

~e

e and provided the motibrot~erly

'::!r:erly love _t,.res eviC:ence

love (v. 19).

t:~-,~t

oY'e hs.s

84
true fellowship with

J.

~od

Christians

(v. 20).

~re

commanded to exoress their love

21).

for God b'' lov
V-.'estcott says,

rhe fellowshi' of ~an with Gorl ar~ o~ Go~ ith man
car:cies r-ri th i +; t 1~·<=: coYl,S1)!l'f"Ettion of lo1re .
• 8.lready
on the dtvinP si~e; an~ it is Go~'s will t~at ~en should
1
z. r -!-!--.,..,")
'" .... .,., o·I'"D 1'.n. \.Tl' "''··'I c:.c-_. +-v\~e; r.lo-se
P',"l <r:>
i +-s r,l pc.cin'"'"'
of e?rthlv ltfe.0u
_..

~"or·

i 3

..

•

~

•

J.

___

.• __

•. o

..L

__ . .

,

-

_ .

__

_

.. .

John, it is love,

_

_

'<.ecr

_

to exper-

n s f ~) r o t :~ e r s •

because His children love after 2is exa8ple.
Hord studies.
rhe SDirit is understood in I John as not
merely rel'::tin

to the eschr::ton, but. s.s the f.::;ctor in
,, 1 j~) •
-y:

comes not ty man, b1t is a

Gospel (see

14:2~;

~ift

from

1~8

i~

,_.
t.~

r: e

1f:13-15), the

Spirit as orimarily functionin7 as a

~itness.

. as the nower

fhe

o~

3~irit

the pro-

'
S8. cr:::trr: ev-:1.-c.s

In addition, 4:1-6 shows the

irtt as

•.'6
~ --r.;

nh.et1.c

witness in connection with the formula for ctiscerrin7 truth
from error (v.
as "·
~he

6).

~~us

confession of

C~r,st

is

u~derstood

..

. the criterion of utterances of the
istle therefore stresses trusttn

the

S~irit

"
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who works in the
sation,

w~o

who needs no o

bears witness, not hv

of revelations,
C. 5.

of oronhecy

comrnu~ttv,

~u~

Do~d

by

a

its use in

an~

ea

~ine
t~e

new an6 unheard

in~

the old message. 68

~rtnsin~

~ives

~rln

iciol authori-

e~rly

tary en the Johannine

ent of the history
church in his comrnen-

In re

to :JTO;Jhecv

a:nr1

the Spirit Dor1(l s2.ys, ".r::1e

t-:
vi1 e

ltfe-blood of Christianity anf yet +;hgt freedom was

beins used to

frec~fiom

of

tl'~e

.·.·LJiri t 1·io.s

life of

disinte~r~te

It is bec?use of this that the

is

wri~ten

~ith

s~ch

e strong emohasts uoon the anostclic witness (1:1-J; 2:7, 24)

as

bstlance to the exercise of 8ro

8.

Dod(~

this

etic utterance.

Of

S9,VS,

The tension between aut~oritv an~ free~om, between
trRrli_tton 3.nr': il'l.s::J;_retio''~, C"".n·-,ot safely be resolved
either ty reuudiation of authority or by the rApression
of insoirq~ion.
e Church fares best when snostle and
::<ror)he·::

'

- 71

st,s. ~.0

t,o::T_.e~~~her

,o_s

t 1 ·:~~

f1.rm

fou_"~.r~::ttion

of its

life.··

AP:3.p_£.

ciole of the
>'Iorld of

Stauffer SC!YS,

futu~e;

Ch~ci.st

11

Por F?Jll, aczaoe ts t'1e prin-

for John it is the principle of the

'·'"htch is beir.r;: built u

j_n the cosmic

crisis of the oresent.•72

Thus, in the

discussed is

love; however, it ".

cor~Ascen~in~

1 t•1on ann~
reve_a

1_lee
• .f"
OI
n

;

t.

v_c~ory

·
1n

~

mora~

istle thco; love

_ t-· n n?J
ac.lo_.

God are revealed to the world throu

of love in its

Fi~st

(4:12-13).

• o:tchieves

The li

t and

tl::e exoression

John's emphasis, therefore,

is on the life of Christ as an exRmnle cf the way in which
the Christian should live out God's love before the
(LJ-:9-11).

wo~ld

86
Regarding true fellowshi?, Father, Son and believers
are a 11 dravrn to"<:''"ther thro'.lgh 8rotherly love,

,Such a fel-

lowship cannot be experienced by the world for it does not
really know the Father whose love is the fellowshin's life
Stauffer states, love is a

and

~~

• . . vital movement,

for of existence, an actualisation of God in this world."74
Therefore, John, in his

istle, repsats the fact that all

detailed requirements are clr:::,.•;rn up in lo>re

n.

,

• with

magnificient monotony.u75
'releio.

In John's Gospel teleio appears in active

aorist forms; however in the E:Jistle, the forms are pa.ssi ve
perfect.

In this sense teleio, says Delling, "

denotes

the completeness or perfection of the love of God or of the
Christian in love't76 (Lh18),

For Joi'm, love cor1es to en-

tirety in the person who keeps God's commandments (h:12, 21).
Completeness in God's love frees the believer from fear
regarding the cominF

jud~ment

(4:17-18).

Delling states,

The choice of the verbal fo:r·rn insteqd of the adjective underlines the fact ths_t only in 12arresia • • .
in the jucLzmeY1_t, Ol!.lV in brotl...,erly love, in obedience,
does the lov~ of God achieve totality in the lives of
Christians.u 7
Omolog;eo.

John's Gospel focuses unon public con-

fession of Jesus as Messiah (9:22; 12:42).

Michel

stat~s,

Refusal of public witness in the hour of trial, if
due to fea~, is tantamount to denial . . . according to
John.
It is ':OlSsumed tl-)'3.t oublic confession of Christ
leads to honour with God, whe~eas denial or refusal
of witness is vrounded in the desire for honour amon~
.me ..Y1 , J n •5·4h·-12·4J
. . , . . . • 78

87
istle,

In the

omolo~ein

refers to a specific

stateme~t designed to counteract the Gnostic heresy (2:22).79
Statements such as those found in 4:2f,
express a

)1J.t

•••

seek to

truth, the only oossibl8 relation to

speci~ic

John does not
1

6

there~ore

stress intellectualisffi,

rather, a mesms to true felloc';sbip with GaeL

oower of confession rests in the f0ct that it

The

identi~ies

believer from heretic.
Parresia.
openness to God.

In the

istle oarresia relates to man's
~oo~

It presupooscs a

conscience ():21),

which in turn presupposes faith in Jesus Christ and a
willingness to love one's
~ro

in the

nei~hbor.

other aspects of parresia are also to be noted

istle,

the believer.

First, the Spirit brin7S confidence to
He dwells in those who keep the commandments

of Christ and thus witnesses to the reality of
fellows~ip

with Mis

Lor~

(3:24; 4:13; 5:7-12).

parresia also contains a future element.

Of

t~e

individualfs

Second,

t~is

Schlier

Abicltng in the lo·ve of Gorl, h'rl4 ch ~;;:nov·s no feB.r
because tt ~eeps the commandne~ts, is brou t to li t
in the fu.tu:re jud:o:me:nt in the fe.ct that~·}'i'"? h8.ve Etccess
and openness, i. e., parrhesia, to God. 0 1

Thus, to John, the Christian can be confirlent in his fellowship with Christ both presently as

~e

obedient to Christ's

infue future when

comman~~ents

an~

lives s life

the fruits of such a life will be nanifested.

88
The Children J::,orn of God

V.

~ark

S:1-21

1.

The

of birth

1

Everyone ~~'ho believes ths.t Jesus is the Christ
has been born of God a~d everyone who loves the
Father loves qis child as w~ll.

2

_Sy th.i..s ''e kn0 7!l thB.t ''"e love thtS children of

5:1-5.

God, when we love Go? and do iis

J

s
For this is the love of God, that we keen
ents
e.re
not
l---,qrd.
8 COE'J:;;an

4

For everyone born of God overcorres the world,
and this is tbe victory which overco~es the
world, our f3ith.

5

Hho i_s t 1~e o:re :;-1ho overcomes the woYld, but be
that believes Jesus is the Son of God?

In this final chapter of the

their new birth relationshin to
Joh~

discusses the

any

born of God.

lingerin~

~9rk

In

Go~

istle John concludes

throu~h

Jesus Christ.

(5:1-5), witness (5:6-12), benefits

knowled~e

(5:13-17), and
bein~

comm~ndments.

(5:18-?1) which artS related to
wav John hopes to lay to rest

t~is

nations his readers may have about the Gnostic

charge that the gosnel tich they originally received is
quite complete in its revelation of God.
t\.1us

"l

~ot

Chapter 5 is

brilll9.nt nolemjc .s.c-s-::inst the Gnostic error and

a manifesto of Christian assurance.
1

Cl-rctst.

The mark of
In his Gospel

.Hirrl, to t '1 ern

even to
is

God'~

t~cse

~ein~
Jo~n

gave the ri
who believe in

born of God is faith in Jesus
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as many as received
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tot~lly
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erroneous because it

one to God is
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alone brings man anrl Go0 together (Jo~n 10:9;
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John does not allow

14:6),

cor~ession

of

or spiritualized away

c. E.

within the fellowship.

on 5:1b when he sgys that John

, '3.2SUmes the scl:lr'19.ri.ty of' t 1r·':', f<=trdly <=ts a
fact of ordinary experience, and argues dir~ctly f'ro~ it
to the sollrlR.rtty of' the f8mily of God .
, '~his ''leeded
sayin , because fer ma.ny reopl
to be a 'Child of God~
meant an exalted soiritual status, accom9anied bv
mystical experiences of union with the
!ne, without
any necess8.l"Y rpcounttion of soc't:?.l cbli:c:"::io,s.~?
Again, Jcjn warns his readers
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faith in Christ Must not

be robterl from men by the intellectuql crav
few.
by rt

,

of a select

if one beliaves in Christ he is born of God and
of hirth he ou
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t

to love all those so born.

Jo''ln next points to the fg_ct tha.t brot!'cerly

love is bound uo in the teliever's love for God.
truly loves God then he will live so as to please
a life is t'-,erefore cnaracterizeo ty
cornuandments

(v.

2), for

i~

ience to

(v.

1m.

ch

~:ad's

them that a Christian

is throu

can best exnress his love for God

If one

J).

In this way John

continues the argument of 4:19-21 whtch made tt clear that
for the believer's love for

be a hegvy burden for the

chil~

to

r on

to be

be~alf

essed

of his
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of spiritual

when vitally displaye?

birt~,

t~ro'

• coru:1ttt"in> oursel"~T"'~S to t e lovG of Goo "l.S
it is ex esserl in all t~qt Jesus Christ was and all
tbat
did,
Such faith ~as its intellectual basis in
belief in the Incarnation of ~~e Son of God .
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the forces of evil in r; the
world
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Therefore, John asserts that no error or

;::~·:S'.'~1~"~.st

vr~~i.c1'1

in curse
te~

:~~ll

s are

tion to

Christ is alive and well (v. 5),
2,
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This is the One who

ca~e by

blood, Jesus Christ; r.ct by
the blood.
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'-\nrl tl--Je SDi:r.·it

the water and the
~-v'cter

only, ·r:ut b:y

rs witness and the

irit is

the tr1Jth,
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F·or· -s11.e~re .~:lJ~e t:Lree ,,.JlJo t~eFlX' ~~ri.t~.e .s~, tl1e S9irtt
8J1d ttle F9.ter an~~ tbs blood, gnr'l the t'r::r.se e_gree
as one.

9

If we receive the witne?s of nen, the witness of
God is
eater; because this is t~e witness
o f God , t h <=-t t
has borne witness concerning
of C]oc, has tr1e
witness in himself.
rhe one wbo does not
believe h·-=1.s rr~E,_(e Gorl a liar, beceuse ~,e h8S not
believed the witness
has borne concerning
s

11

Sor~.

And this is the wttness, that God has ~iven us
eternal life and th1.s life is in .is Son.
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who ~oes not havs the Son of God, does not
lY:J v e the 1 j f e •

6
m?-rk of

'-Tav

faith in Jesus Christ as the

i~e~tified

believer's soiritual birth, John

c::t

discuss the V-::reefold witness V>T'':tch

1

'"tS

m:::;ves on to

no~'''

been E2'iVI?n cor,cerning

Christ Hi2self.

The first two witnesses are " . . . the

and the blood.

Co~nentators

cern

the me:::Jntng of

t~ese

differ in

.:<.

te:nns.

t~eir

E'.

w~ter

opinions con-

3ruce unclerst0x1c_s

r: irec t ref :'rences to the ba pt t:sm smd cruc iftxion of Christ

w~ich

John employs in order to counter the

.J-nost tc te!Owh

thqt 'the Christ• in fact "

•• came

To teach that the Christ of

Go~

was not

involved in the crucifixion would be to rob it of its full
redemptive

significa~ce

for mankind.

destroyed by John's affirmation

th~t

Such an error is
faith in Jesus Christ

is faith testified to by the historical events of his tap-

tism and crucifixion, events

w~tch

Christ reco:wilin3 the world to

c8~firm

that

KGo~

was in

ircJSelf.H (2 Cor. 5:19b).

C. fl. Dodrl, unl ;_:,:e :::ruce, 8 5 rega.rds the references
to water and bloof to be direct references to the sacraments, servin7 as counterparts to the actual historical
events in Christ's life.

Dodd says,

Their value as evidence lies precisely in their
being concrete, overt, 'objective' actions, directly
recallins (or representing) ~istorical facts of the
Gospel, while at the same tiMe they are the vehicles of
a supra-historical life in the church,86
Thus Dodd
of br

~auld

see John

em~loyins

the reality of the

t~e

ba~tism

sacrarne~ts
an~

as a means

nassion of Christ
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to the

C~ristian

significance an

community in a fashion which
on~o

on.e,

vJhether one c;.c'opts Ule

viA'•T

fg_ct th<:Jt Jesus Christ unclenrie'.'lt
fixion, throu

which

~e

a vitql polemic against the

rhe

Spirit (v. ?).

t~ird

of :jruce or- Dod0

bot~

ism. and

the

1

cr-uci-

is testified to as the Son of

God, is really the point at

7-8

s their

w~ich

John's reference becomes

osttcs.

witness to Jesus as the Christ is the

It is natural that John

shou~d

refer to the

Spirit of truth for his E9istle ():2h; 4:2, 13) and Gospel
(14-:26; 1.6:13-15).
I•T~_tness

~6oth

und ers ta.nc'l

to function as a

th·=J.t God has re""!c"'.Jled H'i.r.self tn the :-erson of His

Indivi0ually each witness mentioned by John tears
strons testimony concern

ev:::r 1 t·=1 ~ren

Jesus as Christ.

together the unified testimony which results (v. 8) makes
for an unsi:ake8.ble plg_tform on v-r:.,ich to b0se t;:,e co,.;fessio:n
tl'13.t Jesus Chri.st h<:ts cor e i.n tl-1e
9-10

John

rem1n~s

fle:~!!

his readers

th~t

they indeed

originally received the gpostolic witness concernin? Chrlst
(v. 9a).

·Throtl''h it tf<e corun.uni.ty

~''as

fon11ed.

'~Jowever,

Jolrn points out th-=-:t if the ·,;; tness of men can be reg<=J.rded
s.s

ve"lus.ble, ho:v

Him~elf

l'lUC!"'~

.rr;ore the testiTTJony of Goc,

~Ie

hqs borne witness thqt Jesus Christ is Eis Son (v.

One can arr:r;ue V'J2.th t'en, hut not '·Jith
dence is clear and
A.s

fo 1 ~·

E.otbe sc:.ys,

s~fe

·~~orll

from all attern

9b).

To John, the evi.-

s to discredit it.
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If ~od (id not will that men shoul~ believe on Jesus,
He led men into a te~rible tem~t~tion.
So if we would
keep our conception of Go~ pure, we mu~t ascribe this
intention to
in ~is ordering of the ~orld.87
Therefore, John asserts that for the Christian who believes
becomes his own mesns of

in Christ, the Kitness of

Go~

inner <:=tsS1H'G.nce (v. 10).

To c'Usregc=trd such a

stronp~ 8.nd

available witness is literally to call God and everything
upon which Ee orders the universe ourely fal2e,
cation, this is what John

underst8n~s

done, for they have in their

teac~in€s

.dy irDnli-

the Gnostics to have
denied

t~e

testimony

which has been given concerning God's 3on.

11-12
of

Go~'s

The outcome of one'a receotion or rejection

witness concerning Christ is none other than the

gain or loss of eternal ltfe.

In the orolosue to the

Epistle John has made clear thst the Word of Life was the
bearer of eternal life (1:2).

I~

the Gospel John stgtes,

Therefore, eternal life is to be found
To

uo~sess

witness

i~

the Son (v. 11).

the 0on through confession in response to

t~~t

~as

~een

borne is to reqllze eternal

, to

li~

reject the witness is to lose the Son

an~

eternal life w ich Ee bears (v. 12).

I'hus John r its h3.rd

eternitv hangs on the balance of their

t

t~e

erefore, the

f~it~fulness

to

t~eir

confessim'1.
throu~h

faith in Christ alone.

Being born of God results

from faith in Christ, a fqith testified to

an~

t~us

qi~tained

bein~

13

These things I have written to you who believe
in the Son of God, in order that you ~ay know
that you have eternal life.

14

And this is the confidence that we have toward
Him, that if we ask anything eccording to
s
will, He hears us.

15

An.d if vve knov.r th3 t
hears us, whatever we
ask we know t~at we have the requests which we
have asked of Him.

16

If anyone sees his brother sinning a sin not
unto death, he shall ask and He will give him
life, to those not sinning unto degth.
There
is a sin unto death, but I do not say that we
should inquire concerning that.

17

All iniquity is sin, and there is a sin which
is not unto death.

13

The first benefit which John lists in regard to

born of God has

alrea~y

been aJhlded to in verses 11

the close of his Gospel John writes " •• ,
These have been written that you may believe that Jesus is
the Christ, the Son of God; and that believing you may have
1 i fe in Fiis

name~t

(John 2 0:31).

i'Tow, near the close of his

Epistle, John once again makes his purpose clear.

The

readers must understand that belief in Christ results in
eternal life.
to

~akinq

Therefore, the entire

such understanding a

To believe in the Son is to

re~lity

istle is dedicated
among its readers.

benefit by becominrr partaker

in the life He bears.
14-17

The second benefit that John lists in relation

to being born of God is the confidence one

~ains

that his

prayers and petitions are heard by God (v.

1~).

This
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confi~ence

is expressed in a twofold

First, the

man~er:

believer can be assured thAt hls 1Jre.yers and reqv.efots LQ-:.lde
on behalf of hiMself are heard hy God (v. 15).

For far

from the Gnostic picture of a rrcan i.<;oi.n's t:"rou.gh eleborate
rites to gstin a fraction of the attention of the spiritual
realm, John portrays the

Christi~n

confidence the very holy

cl~ce

as able to enter with

of God (Heb. 10:19).

Thus

the Christian is privileged to engage in the very same
intimate

co~munications

ience with his parent.

with God that a child would experSecond, a Christian ray confidently

pray on behalf of the needs of others, esnecially those
who have fallen in sin (v. 16).

Here the prayer ministry

of the believer takes on the quality of Christ's own
ministry

J::l.S

r::tdVOC8.te with the F8.ther (2:1).

Obviously,

Christians are not able to be the nronitiation for the
world's sins, but they can becoTe the

~ynamic

sins anrl other needs may be brought to the One
can deal with the2.
to death

ou~ht

rnesns whereby
w~o

alone

John's assertion that sins leading

not to be prayed for (v. 16b) helps to set

the boundaries in which the believer may confidently exercise his ministry of intercession.
In regard to the q11estion of the !ne9ninE: of the
ohrase

11

concept of

. sin unto death .
vent~ll

pretation which
Citing exam

." F. F. 3ruce rejects the

anc r1orts.l s:i.ns in favor of gn inter-

lin~s

the sin with actual

es such as Ananias 8nd 3ao

phvsic~l

death.

ira (Acts 5:1-11)

the sacra~ents of the Lord's Supoer (I Cor. 11:)0), Bruce

John means an act or course of sin which has resulted in
po

the d.eath of the sinning crother.rtJ)

Bruce~s

interpretation

seems to be that which Johnfs readers would be
to understand in regard to the phrase.

~ost

likely

Since evidence to

the contrary is lqcking, it stands as the nreferred
Thus Christ1ans are to pray both for themselves and for
others.

They are to do so

benefit of their birth ri
exercised to

~eeo

confidence for such ts a

w~th

t.

~owever,

care should be

one's nrayers within the will of God (v. 14),

especially when praying for a brother fallen from grace
(v. 1?).

4.

The

18

We know th9t everyone who is born cf God does
not sin.
But the one born of God is kept by
Him and the evil one does not touch him.

19

~e know that we are of God and that the whole
world lies in the evil cne.

20

But we l{nO\v tha.t the Son of God is come, an0
has ~iven to us an understandin~, that we might
know the true One and we are in the true one,
rhts is the true God
in
s Son, Jesus Christ.
anrl eternal life.

21

Little Children, guard yourselves from idols!

kno~led~e

gained from birth

(5:18-?!).

John closes the Eoistle with a threefold use of the
phra.se

·~

we know •

in this final section John

Thrcugh the assertions
na~es

ven

a last attempt to ground

his reqders in the truth which will crotect them against
all error.
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stcott says,

, • . the first truth of which the Christia~ is
assured is th9t, in spite of the abnormstl presence of
sin even among the brethren, the child of God 'sinneth
not.' He nasa watchful Protector stronger than his
aclversa.ry. ,J9
Thus, ,art and parcel with being born of God is the realization that a radical brenk with sin has been accomnlished.
John is not teaching sinless oerfection as ref0rences such
as 1:9 and 2:1-2 make clear.

Nevertheless, nowhere in the

Eoistle is the continuance of a lifestyle dominated bv
sin toler<:tted.

Faced 'Jiiith the mc::.al corruption uf the

Gnostic heresy John ca.lls a sps\Cle a sp::vle ·cy

El_ffirmin:~:

Christian's awareness of h1s need to be pure "
as :-re is pure • . . 't (J:Jb).
trol the

chil~

the

. j-o.st

Stn sr_ouldnever aga.in con-

who is begotten by the Father who has gained

the victory over the evil one (v. 18b).
19

know

dra~s

The second thins which John wants his readers to
the distinction most cleqrly bRtween the Christian

anri the world.

Christians belong to God by virtue of their

new birth and the marks of their family relationshio with
God, i. e., their obedience and love for others.

<:'here fore,

it is not

asserts

enou~h

to claim divine

~nosis,

for

Jo~n

that everyone who lacks the aforementioned evidences of
family ties with God 1s·
one. •

n

. in the power

John thus reminds his readers once

o~

the evil

a~ain

of the

dyna.mic senar·=Jtion between the F'a-'::her es love a:-;d the lusts
of the

worl~.

Li~ht

has no fellowship with darkness.

It is time all believers

r~altzed

this.

20
which John

The

fi~al

~nowl~dge

~eliever

:3y lmowi'J,:r that the 3on h:::w

benefits three wqys:

1.1nderstsnrltng· in order to knm,r
we a:ce remind.eo of Pqul
not acceot the

thin~s

~'rho

t~in~s"

H.

iY~deed

First, he is given

. the true One."

says, "3ut

of the

n•Jt1JTa1 na:t-.

a

Here
!:'lo:o:s

irit of God; for they are

t he who is spiritual

foolishness to him.
all

from new birth to

reference is th0t of the reality of the

ma~es

incarnation of Christ.
come the

~atned

a~nraises

The Gnostic CYiristia.ns

(I Cor. 2:14-15).

were maktns light of the incarnation and to John this evidenced the falsehood of their claim to truly know 3od.
Only confession of Jesus as Christ leads one to the knowlege of 21m

w~o

is true.

Second, once the knc•;ledse of

the true One is gained by the

believ~r,

is then oossible.

to

with

abi~e

fellowship with
. and we are in the

Hi~.

result of such a re10tiorshio.
possess thP Son is to possess

ce, as
s life.

i~

?he

5:11-12, to
kno~ledge

and

fellowshio N',,ich come as st result of t!:le confession that
It

. the Son of Go3 has come .

with the

transce~din~

21

• n

B~r·e

therefor·e ir:.\rested

oerffianence of eternal life.

John, true to form closes with a contrast.

ving stated in verse 20b, "This is the true }od and
eternal life," lle c::::ntrasts his
idols.

statsm'~;r-,t

rhe final verse cf the 2oistle is

of John's

war~ir

for his

re~ders

;..;ith a refr:;:ce!1ce to
bu~

a

r~staternent

to continue to nractice
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between truth and

discern~ent

fqlsehoo~.

F. F.

~ruce

Any conception of
t~gt ts Rt v2riance with
s
self-revelsticn in Christ it: 8.:r. idol. i:le::ce s~1.ys .John,
sinr;e you l·JI::tve receive0 the truth, b?.ve ncthinP. tc do
1~it~1

COllntel. . feits;

be~-AJ.s. :re

of imi7.9,tion.s

a~r1(l

refl;~se

8. .11

substi tute.s. 90
~t

the close of the

.John

st::-JY1~"

s.

of its position on the uniqueness of God's self-revelation

the one witnessed to so surely by
i-~-;....;
~

'1

8.Y1(

crlorv
( 1 •1- .J':l)
"-:/

~-:~-

"~

t~e

~,·~rl

"::t. .... -1.

men who llved with
t:l"P
v,.:._-

of

""'." l

.......... _._,y·

:ruth,
God revealed in Christ
the one

re~l

3od,

an~'

ani'

attest~d

the worshic of

in the Scriptures is
any

Go~-2u~stitute

is ido18.try.·•. 91.L
to the

rea~ers

tc the needs

o~

of John's dRy anf it is certainly relevant
the

C~ristian

corn~unity

to~3y,

istle is

Gennao.

"l.lw" ys in refere-r' ce to not nt of ori sin, L e. , ektou

u~,eou

or autou (I Jn. 2:?9; J:9; 4:7; 5:1, 4, 1R),9 2

John is

always careful to stress the r2ligious,

an~

consequence2 of birth.
1.

Laing

ri~~teousness

(2:29).

2.

J.
4.

love ( 4: 7).
Overcoming the world

(5:4).

et~ical

moTal

100

Gennao for John

t~us

cannot become merely a spirt-

It rrust rather touch man at thA most practical levels of his daily life.
?-Iartureo.
the

In

t~e

8pistle martureo relates to

of Christ, 5is nature

Pe~son

an~

sisnificqnce.

s

absence the Spirit bears Him witness (5•6).
bes.rs SDeCial ';;'i tness in the 8901:'8-I::ents of r::r8.Dtism and the
Lord's supper (5:5-11).

hen the witness is given by dis-

ciples the0selves witness equals confession (4:14f),93
I'

TOOLS

Resources used for the exegetical study of I John

in

resar~

to the Greek text of the

of the work the followin

tools were used:

TY)e
Bible Society suoolied the Greek text from which the trans-

requires a workin

ever,

knowl

the pastor need not be an outstanding scholar to do work
1 os 8.re 9.vc::dl3.ble such a.s

Nathan .:E. :-ian's A Parsinp· G1J.ide to the Greek Ilfev.: l'estament95
as well as ~rammars li~e those by Aachen96 and ~ana and
Mantey.97

Ehese tools allow t~e o~stor to accurately

identify forr'1S and tenses and n:ro1rtde :re,;;.oy 8.ccess to discussions on a wide variety of essential questions havtrig

101
to do ]i\ri th syntax.

In matters of vocEtbular-y a lexicon such

as the one by J3auer,

Arl':'ct 9.nd Cingrich98 is essential.

Such a v-w r k s e rv e s to d e fin e a vw r d n o t only in terms o f
tts general useage, but in reg;ard to its specific contextual
setting as well.

Finally, in reference to word studies, the

No other work treats the Greek

~ords

with the depth of scholarship than

of the New

~oes

st8.ment

All major

word studies for the exegetical work presented in this
chapter were done from TDNT.
F'or the

ish inductive stage of the study the

work was first carried out without the aid
is was done to insure the ori
Apart from t''Ie

o~

any helps.

nality of the study.

ish translation done for the study and

a New American Standard 3ible100 for aid in cross reference
work, no other tools were used.
stage of the inductive study,

Followin~

co~mentaries

the initial
were emoloyed

in order to compare the personal work done with that of
reliable scholarship.

All commentaries listed in Scholer's

btbliographic guide 101 vrere consu1ted.

Thc:' busy pgstor may

not think it necessary to consult several

com~entaries

such as was thP case for this present study.

evsr, one

or two quality works ought always to play a p9rt in exe

ical

work and thus a guide such as Schuler's becomes inva 1u9.ble.
If, s"s Berng.rd liamm has se. id, the role of hermeneutics is to ascertain the merntng of what God has communicated to man through 2oly Scripture, tben the pastor is

J

102

obligated to do the finest
capable.

exe~etical

The tools for such work

work of
sted in

w~tch
t~is

~e

is

section

by no mea_:ns exhaust the resources evallable; 11eV'"rtheJ.ess,
they do serve to open the door to the field and hopefully,
will stimulate the use of suet hel
exegetical studies of

rtpture.

in thP: n8_storts

Chapter 3

I C l? i"iEPA:r~ AI~ I ()J:J

With the historical and exegetical studies com9leted
the final steps in sermonic preparation may now be taken.
'l1hese steps are t'l';o in nuJr,ber.

First, the

condensed into its various theolo

lstle must be

cal themes.

Such a step

is an import'-omt one for it aim.s itself at buildlng that
necess

bridge from the study to the actual sermon itself.

Second, before a sermon manuscript ca,n be prep."l.red an outline should be written.

The justification for outlining

is fairly evident to the disc

preacher.

Outlining

proYides the basic structure and direction necess.9.ry for
a coherent and dynamic sermonic presentation of the thealogical truths which have been
considerin

i~entified.

so, 'tJhen

the entire exposi tionstl series as a 1'<ihole,

outlining serves to map out the territory to be coYered
beforehand, thus 2iving the preacher specific boundaries in
which to work.

The following material seeks to present

both the theological themes and a series of tentative outlines for an exoositional creaching series on the

istle.

It is hoped that through this presentation the pastor will
find for himself a model for relat

his own exegetical

studies to the relevant needs of his congr
103

tion.
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raken as a whole, the

rst Epistle of John is very

homogeneous in its theological structure.

Rather than a

lengthy series of theological propositions, John presents a
fe\H bas i.e tl.,emes which he interweaves one -v:i th another to
form a unified affirmation of the Cbri.sti'::tn f,cJit'"·

In li

of this the pastor will find that it will be difficult
to present tl,., e

istle by wqy of a verse-by-verse

sit ion.

John's theological presentation better lends itself to a
thematic series as the
EncounEJ:.

follcwi~~

discussions

s clear.

I .John 1:1-10 C9cn be te.ken as a whole.

':Phe tterr1e is encounter "'lfith God's revelation in Christ.
In verses 1-4 encounter comes by way of the jord of life who
is manifested to the apostles.

This nanifestation and the

apostles' interaction with it forms the impetus for the
nrocl:::Jmation

w icb lesu::::cs to

fello-iJS~"ir ~·Ji.th

GorL

In ve:r-ses

5-10 encounter cernes b;,c vrG.y of the mess•? g:e of the proclarn-

ation itself'.

In

rallel to the apostolic experience of

personal interaction with the
Christiq~s

who follow

the~

~ord

fin~

it

e flesh, so too, the
s:oi.hle to have a c1ynam.ic

fello'irship 11lith the livino; Christ when they receive the
message and incorporate it into their lives.

115-10

especially forms the ge:rminD.l theology fo:r the enttre

stle,

for in these verses John ncints toz
1.

God's holiness of character (v,

2.

Man's need to respond to that c

5).
racter (vv. 6-7).
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J.

The

atonin~

work of Christ w .tch

with God possible (vv. ?b,

9).

In addition, the motifs of li

5-7)

(vv.

s fello'Hshlp

and truth verses lie (vv.

t verses darkness

6, 8,

10) which underlie

much of John's latter MRterial are here stated for the first
t iBe.

Chapter one serves to imuress uuon the contemporary
Christian the necessity for

groundin~

his ex

an ongoin3 encounter with God in Christ.
of old, the modern believer may

he~r,

Like

see, and

ience in
t~e

apostles

touc~

8hrist

by receivinc

every aspect of his life.
I John 2 d.-2 l)resen.ts b;ro o-otions fo::c sen:wnj_c
treatment.

Theologically, these verses can either be used

in support of the aton
and

9 or can serve a

Yiew here

e ri

teousness of the Advocate (2:1).
s propitiatorY work (2:2),

2.

a.

For local believers.
the sins of the world.

b,

s work BS B.n eYpression of God 0 s love (4:10).

Certainly
the

te text vflr:ich

with 4:10 sts a s

is~

1.

J,

ctured in 1:7b

if

2:1-2 is incorporated along with 119

tor can find in John's theology a

to eX1Jound the riches, scope and de
Jesus Christ on

':lalf of believers.

gran~

opportunity

h of t':le e.dvoc9cy of
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3ro·sherly love.
of the

One of the outstand

istle of John is its blend of doctrine with

rst

llows

practical Christian conduct.
istle and

w~at

is a key note of the

better way to express one's relationship

to God than throu
within the

i~

r John one shows his love for God

co~~unity.

by his love for

to~ethsr

treat~ent

of brotherly

the~e

love falls into four
ken

\{;i th others

interpersonal relationshi

9

jor sections

ithin the

these orovide amcle material for an indenth

of the subject.

In 2:3-11 brotherly love is
that one is keepins t e c

un~erstood

er>ts of his

as the sign
rd.

the Ao·r_,ocate of 2:1-2 is tnus lin.ksd to t\:e concept of
keeping

s commandments as ex

essed in the most practical

area of lovinc one's brothPr in the faith.

h

is s.

natural outgrowth of the assertion that Christ is

a~vocate

not only for the sins of the local community, but for those
of all in the world who would receive
J:11-18 takes

U1)

the

t:'"~erle

(2;?).
-3.. ~"'in.

of brotherly love

is time the setting is the context of the Christian's
relationship with the Norld.

As J:lJ

an~

followin~

shows,

Christian love is not only antithetical to the world spirit,
but in and of itself actually becomes the source of much
of the world's hostility toward Christians.

Thus the

C11ri..sti8. F reveals his relationsntp with Christ in ten1s of
tB.kinu of the world's :;:::oods anr'i using, t":em to love others
(v. 17), and in so

doin~,

stands the chance of receiving

the same hostility from the world which led to the
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crucifixion of Christ (3:16).
Brat l"'erl 'l love is also

c tree tl y

,gJ. i

fession of Jesus as
be the mark of one who confesses Jesus as the Christ come
.,_,

en love ts tn opr:ratlon,

in vne flesh.

lives in such s.

the~

the believer

God's love can cose to

t~gt

~aturity

in

his life (4:16-18).
s·?..se in.

brotherly love is 5:1-3.
levin~

th (:; brethren as

la~ionship

with God.

stle directly re

t~.s

Sere

a~ain

ted to

the em9hasis is UGon

sure s le;n of be in[)~ in vi ta_l re-

st

Johnts t. eology is clear-cut1 one

cannot truly believe in Chrjst and love the
from loving

s

as well (5:1).

chil~

Such is the very will

of God ( 5 : 2-3 ) •
The world.
in the theme

o~

of the Christian

Clos ly akin to some of the dynamics found
0

broth rly love is that of
an~

the world.

Jo~n•s

theology

Three major passages

present this theology.
In 2:12-17 the overarc!:Jinp: theme is
while
parts.

livin~

in the world.

This

the~e

~sevotion

to God.

is presented in two

First, in 2:12-14 the emphasis is upon those elements

of the Christian life style which secure a nerson against
being seduced by the call of the world.

Listed by John here

are:

1.

Forgiveness of stns (v. 12).

2,

Kncwledq-e of

3·

Overcoming

( v. 13a).

evil one (v. 13b).
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4.

Abiding in God's word (v. lh).

When

t~ese

are operative in the believer's life the

Christian can truly take an o

enstve stand against the

onslaughts of the world.
Second, in 2:15-17 the true nature of the world is
disclosed.

The world is

tot~llv

lacking in those thi

characteristic of God's love (vv. 15-16) and it is temporal,
pass

awav before the light

o[

God (v. 17).

Such forms

thR b0s is for John • s exhort·'?.tion to the l)el iever not to
love the world (v. 15a).
e second major

pass~ge

the world is

concernin~

J:lJ-18 which has already been discussed in relation to the
theme of brott.,erly love.

'I'hus the

tor has the option of

treating this passage under either of the two themes.
e

5:4-5.

sage concerning the world comes in

t~ird_

Here is a parallel to 2:12-14 for the focus is uoon

faith in Christ as the means of overcomin
themes of brotherly love and

the world.

ihe

e world oPfer the pastor a

sol tel theologi c::=tl bas is for presenting vtvid sermonic ins i

ts

regardtn::! the realm of practj_cal Christian cond1.wt.
A11tichrist,

I'he tl1eme of antichrtst

theology of truth verses error into the strongest of li
Three passages develop the therr,e.
In 2 :lA-29 tl-ce theme is introduced in the contex;::,
of John's dj_scussion of the Christian and the world.
spirj_t of antichrj_st ma ks the final hour of the world
7

"'r'~J'ch
V\. f J _ .J .: ~

1'c:
1.....1

'J'='S"'i"'c~
t.,. lA
1.!.. ~-=L.

:..)

-

"'''T8"·~ • .- y

Cl.•

#

(v

G

1PI
...,. '. l f

,::nrl
~·~ .. .:_ ~ ,

"'""'1US
I_;!:
_
1

i"'
CJ
-

The

s.
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its temporal content (2:16-17).

e focus of the antichrist

spirit certers on confession of Jesus as Christ (v. 22).
In this way it is evident that John sees the crux of the
Droblem with the world in its denial of Jesus as God's
Son.

Eere the true separation between the Christian and the

world can be seen.
hood is the

Set over ggqinst the

knowled~e

antichris~

of the truth gained

false-

the divine

annointing (v. 20, 27), which is seen as an out

th of

the confession of Christ.
hile not scecifically discussing the antichrists
by name, 3:1-12 certainly implies a follow-up to the disre the children of God are contrasted

cussion of 2:18-29.

by the children of the devil.
conduct

(J:?-8).

The issue is over right

Thus, between the two oassages the anti~enial

christ spirit is identified both with
unri

of Christ and

teous behavior.
e third passage founo in Lt :1-6 SUJllrrarizes t}le

issues by contrasting truth with error.
christs ar

those who

selves against tte
Jesv.s Christ.

trut~

In the end, anti-

teaching and conduct set thewof God, especially as revealed in

In a day when so many so-called pro

clanour for attention the C
trutt in Christ needs to

~e

istian affirmation of God's
sound.ed loud and cleqr for there

really is no salvation apart from Him.
Assurance.

rhe fourth

within the bourds of the
a~ce.

Four key elements c

t~eme

so clearly nortrayed

istle is that of Christian assurine to make John's

t~eology
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of assurance vital to the life experience of the contemporary

4:17-18 John discusses the Christian's

J:19-24 and

assurance agsd.r:st condemnc:ltlon and ,juc'!.r;;ment.

8

are set tn the context of the practtce of C ristian love.
ch

it clesr that when love is active in the

liever's life he need not rear the condemnation of his own
heart or the judsmert of God _
er five three

cha

5:7-12 portrays
Spirit.

Ee ts

t~

self.
ot~er

dvnamic of

t~e

one who testifies

t~e

assurances are

~reat

t~e

witneEs of

believer the

liever e.'i;ainst

doubts cf t e

worl~.

Christian can ex

5:1J-17 suotlj

'1 e

r s ( v. 16 ) ,

gains

Sl·n.~c:::
1:
~

t~

t'~e

assurance a

rience in his

.He l i

are heard (vv. 14-15) as well as t

ot

ts

t~e

se

e"~_r i Y1.~~·

offered for

lly, in 5:18-21 assurance is

iven

belief in Christ.

-r= . .

_t_1_ol. '. UL~
::·.""'. t.",_·.:: \··To.,.,_ld.
l
'1

; .

(v. 10). anl'"'_,_,
G~e

s
spares one from all

Thus

t~e

t~G

-'-1
·'"''
G~UGn

0!·"

~ 'f~
00Q
~

understand

lsehood (vv, 20-21).

believer is one

that Jesus is tb8 Christ.

w~o

is assured in his inner-

Such assurance

fi~ds

its victorious

111
expression in confidence
for himself
Ste-o 1\ro:

on

sn~

~efore

be~alf

o~

the

of

t~rone

race,

others.

The Ontl i nes

In li

t

of the theolo

si

~{

in step

cRl themes discuss

se:cies

in

or1e, t11.e
of

h

s e rn1 o r--1 s •

It s hou.ld be unrl e:cstoo

folloc·Jing

outlines are tentstiv8 in rature.
sermonic found?tion, time an6

is but an of'fer

to
furthe~

reflection may c use

given in the hone that it will comnlete

the model presented in this project.
I John 1:1-10

Text:

Tentative Title:

tth Christ -

is for

The

tence.

ChrtstiB.~

p2rsonal

"Encounter

enc~unter

they exnerienced vith the

-ord of

John

hen

e

rt·~e

!"~cce

ps-sonal encounter wjth

ist uoon

procl:=;.L~'s.
o~

q

hich our fait

ynanic
nay

l;e es tB.bl is lr_leCl.

istle - focus especially
on the occasion (see ch8.

e
1•

countf~T

er 1 -

.J

s to"·ical :'itudy).

(1: 1-1+)
h

01a t t; • 5 1 1 f

f )•
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2.

J.

J:i-6).

ey saw Him - heal (
rhey touched

-risen (John 20:26-29).

II. The Messase (1:5-10
1.

Hearing- receivinr the mess

(1:5-?).

eing - ourselves as sinners and

2.

as :Savior

(1:8-10).

J.
Text:

God~s

Touching-

heart through confession (1:9).

I John 2:1-6

'I'en.tattve I'i tle:

nDependent Obedience - 'rhe Christian

Li fes tyle't
~

;rhe rule or norm of the Cl:-\ristian life should oe

a commitment not to siry,
always be carried out in
oendence upon our

I.

Obedience (2:1a,

A.

3owever, such obedience must
recog~ition

A~vocate

and

of our

0

eat de-

s work on our behalf.

5-6)

Obediences our calling.
callin~

1.

Obedience is our

2.

Obedience allows for the nerfecting power of

(2:1a).

God's love in our lives (2:5a).

J.

Obedience evidences our relationship

wit~

Christ (2:5b).

4.

Obedience should be patterned after the examole
of Christ (2:6).

a.

The examnle of Israel (Deut. 8:1-10).
1.

They were called to obedience (8:1).

2.

Obedience mecnt discipline and hardshin (8:2-5).
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J.

Motivation for obedience rested in their snecial
relations~ip

II.

Go~

with

(8:6-10).

pend ence ( 2 :1 b-2)

A.

our need.

Depen~ence,

1.

Israel

irTas

humbl<:c1 so as to

S·3e

thei.r need of

God (Deut. 13:J).
The Christian lifP is not sinless perfection

2.

(1:8-10).

J.

Dependence upon the Advocate is needed (1:9;
2:1 b-2).

I John 2:15-17

Text:

Tentative Title:
'I'~esiS.J.

"Love Not the

Christians 9.re

C9.. lled

~orldln

to be citizens of he?-.ven

they rrmst lii.r8 out their li·res as pil
the earth.

s here on

The question of how one lives here in the

world but remains not of it is answered
the disaster of the

w~en

we consider

11, t0e victory of Christ, and the

essentials of Christian citizenship.
Introduction~

Discuss the llbertic anfi ascetic viev-1s of

the early false teachers.
how

C~ristiens

ere to

A key question to

their place in the world.

Haior Points:

I.

Love of the

A.

c~nsider

orld (2:15-17

The

~le~ents

l.

Lust of tl1e flesh.

J.

Pride of' life.

of such love (2:16).

is

Origin of the elements (Gen. 3).
1.

S:?.T'r

•

•

•

deli ht to the eyes,

a

• . 11

lust of the eves.
,

2.

gooC. for food

•

•

0

rt

-

lu.st of the

flesh.

J.

rnq~e

desireable to

one wise • . • "

pride of life.
C.

Application:

elerne~ts

These

turn love into

in~ividual

lust, orienting the

away from the

Father's love toward the s lf.

II.

ther (2:1?b).

A.

B.

C.

tt. 4:1-11).

e victory of Christ (
1•

1:Ie co'1guered th.o lust of' t_he flesh

2•

IIe conquerec1 the nride of ltfe ( L~

3.

He conquered the

J

~ssentials

••

·,..~

l1}St

( 4 :J-4 )

.5-7 ) .

of tl1e eyes ( 4- :8-10)

for Christian citizenshio (I Jn.

1.

Reco~nition

2.

The

3.

Overcomin~

4.

Abiding in God's

ri~·~t

Application:

of

t~e

.
.

2:12-1~).

for iveness of sins (2:12).

knowled 0 e of God (2:1Ja).
the evil one (2:1Jb).
r,,r
0.
\'

"Y'd
..L

.

(? ' 1 LJ---

011

•

)

•

Christ refused to be deceived into

forfeiting the Father's love on. behalf of the
interests of Self.
the tern
fait~

cause of Eis victory over

er we may know the victory

in Him.

3~ch

t~rough

a relationship makes us true

citizens of the everlqst1n

kin

om.
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I John 2:7-11; J:11-18; 4:7-5=3

Texts:

·rentat i ve I'i tle:

bein~

nThe Natlue of Chrls +~ if'JD Love't

lived out in the lives of believers.

are commanded to

God's love into a hostile world.

in

h love entails ?reat
rather than blessinQ.

Christians

Por it may

s~crifice

Yet the

Introduction:

ut~ost

cursing

of fellowshio with

Christ is the prgctice of Christian love.
a subject it is of

in

refore, as

importance.

Discuss the destructive effect tne elitism

of the false teachers had on the fellowshin of those to
whom John writes.

Intellectualism r

as a result the meah

I.

of the

~os0el

ced love 'ctnd
was lost.

ents (2 :7-11)

Christie.n love s.nd t)ne Corr,rrGJ'

e old commandment (2:7).

A.
1.

2.

Total love for God (Deut.
worked cut toward

( 2__. . Q)
;:

' '

6:4-5).

one~s

nei

r

(Lev.

.

1.

Christ's cornrrand was to love (John

1J:J4-J5).

2,

The newness is in

•

8lTGlt

as I. .

II.

Christian Love

an~

t~e

O Y'·lc·1
.J_

.{

(J~·11
"'

"""'

1'P)
..,_:

A.
1.
2.

Cain offered Go0 an easv sacrifice

(4:J).
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J.

Cain

W8S hos~ile

toward the one

love (4:.'3),
B.

The world is like Cain.
1.

is fallen (J:1).

It is

J.

towar~

children

Go~'s

e oositive exanple of Christ (2:16).

C.

III.

hosti~e

1.

Christ was spiritual man.

2.

Christ offered God the castlv sacrifice.

J,

Christ's

exam~le

becomes our

ottvation.

Christian Love and Our Confession (4:7-5:3)

A.

corfession

Christ ir:m love
Chr 1st (Lc : 16 ) .

(L~:9-11).

cross

ship (4:2J-5:J).
2:19-29: J:l-12; 4:1-6
e

In a day

w~en

irit of Arti-Christ"
so many false teachers and reli taus

cults seem to
understand the nature and consequences of sue
and s ~Y

ter~:.s

lief,

of

situation

~hen

the

o~ning

re~l

John was deal1n

of the anti-Christ

with a
it

he wrote the

~ersons

s~irit

sirnil~r

e C3n discern
and its iffioact

upon those who embrace it.
Discuss the particul8r reli

ous heresy

1th

117
dealin~.

which John seems to be

the incRrnation of Christ,

Point of relevance held to

many of today s cultist

y

ll"~ce

of the truth

can often turn out to

in

tnt

~uch

of

at the most essential level.

denied
~000

Focus on its den

enCl.

i..rl_ t

I.

A.

of

}~rror

the final hour of

The anti-Christ spirit

history (2:1i3).
e anti-Christ spirit opposes Go0 1 s r

vw

ive

in Christ 0.nd t 1 ·eTeb.v de!'ies c:od. Eimself

(2:22-2J).

C.

e anti-Christ soirit practices unri hteousness
(J:?-10).

D.

rhe anti-Christ

con~ession

is a testimony to error

(L:- :1-6).
I I.

. e S o i :r it ·:: :f I'ru t h

A.

revsr

e one who does the will of

.c 2 :1 7b) •
B.
O pl

C.

e one

~vho

~o~
_.
U..

(2·?rJ
--.Q

£.....

abid.es in Christ
p

24-?o)
,
-· _,'
~,

J:D.S

the true 1cnoviledge

o

The one born of God nractices ri . teousness (J:J,
6-10).

D.

The one who confesses Christ there

the truth (4:2; 4-6).

testtfies to
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J:19-24; h:17-1R; 5=7-21

Texts:

essed .Assurslv·.we
John's polemic was a positive one.

In 1ealir

with error, rather than devote too much snace to direct
confrontation he lifts un Jesus Christ
benefits which come from

an~

t

fello~ship

eat comfort
foT thetr

ith no matter w

Introduction:

q~

the

the great

o~

~nd

stren

n

can throw at them.

Discuss John's positive nolemic of majoring

on truth r3.ther

t~:"n

error.

Fotr1t of relev8.nce:

If

would reel under the impact!
lVIain Points:

I.

Assurance Throush Love (3:19-24; 4:17-18).

A.

Love in practice assures our hearts before

~od

(3:19-21).
B.

in practice assures us that God

£o~e

l; 1
. 1 () .:'"!. u0
...p e ·'--·t•

C.

(·~.??)
/ It ' - ' ·--

.

,

Love tn pre,cttce assures :1s on the

c'8V

of jud;::ment

Lt:l?-13).
II.

Assurance

Thrcu~h

llowshtp (5:7-21).

1,

The witness of the

2.

The ministry of intercessary rrPyer

3.

2:"'l1e 1\eeDj_J2~

pt~it

(5:7-12).

po;;.;er of God (5:1·3-21).

(5:1~-17).

t19

Ion

c
The purpose of this
model for
pre9.chi:n

t~e

prepar~tion

~reject

of a

h~s

b teal bock for expositional

At each point in the model it

that the rel:::v<J.ncy of the step to the mocler:! pulpit niinistry
roday•s world
o~

the pastor the most

possible exercise.

dvn~m~c

nreaching Tinistry he can

If this nroject

been a wasted effort.

de~~rds

h~s

been a stimulus

Chapter 1
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